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I. Cover Sheet
1. Submission date: October 27, 2017
2. Submitter name: City of New Rochelle, NY
3. Type of submission (e.g., single program participant, joint submission):
Joint submission
4. Type of program participant(s)(e.g., consolidated plan participant, PHA):
Consolidated plan participant, PHA
5. For PHAs, Jurisdiction in which the program participant is located:
New Rochelle, NY
6. Submitter members (if applicable):
City of New Rochelle Housing Choice Voucher Program
7. Sole or lead submitter contact information:
a. Name: Charles B. Strome III
b. Title: City Manager
c. Department: City Manager’s Office
d. Street address: 515 North Avenue
e. City: New Rochelle
f. State: New York
g. Zip code: 10801
8. Period covered by this assessment: FY 2017-2021
9. Initial, amended, or renewal AFH: Initial AFH
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11. To the best of its knowledge and belief, the statements and information contained
herein are true, accurate, and complete and the program participant has
developed this AFH in compliance with the requirements of 24 C.F.R. §§ 5.1505.180 or comparable replacement regulations of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development;
12. The program participant will take meaningful actions to further the goals identified
in its AFH conducted in accordance with the requirements in §§ 5.150 through
5.180 and 24 C.F.R. §§ 91.225(a)(1), 91.325(a)(1), 91.425(a)(1), 570.487(b)(1),
570.601, 903.7(o), and 903.15(d), as applicable.

______________________________________________________________________________
Print Name
Program Participant/Title
Signature
Date

______________________________________________________________________________
Print Name
Program Participant/Title
Signature
Date
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II. Executive Summary
1. Summarize the fair housing issues, significant contributing factors, and goals. Also
include an overview of the process and analysis used to reach the goals.

Purpose
The preparation of this Assessment of Fair Housing (AFH) serves as a component of
the efforts of the City of New Rochelle to satisfy the requirements of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974. This act requires that any community receiving
federal funds and all public housing authorities “affirmatively further fair housing.”
The federal Fair Housing Act prohibits discrimination in housing based on a person’s
race, color, religion, gender, disability, familial status, or national origin. The New York
Human Rights Law includes an additional four characteristics – age, marital status,
military status, and sexual orientation. Persons who are protected from discrimination by
fair housing laws are referred to as “members of the protected classes.”
This AFH is a review of demographic data, metrics of discrimination and disparity, and
local regulations and administrative policies, procedures, and practices that affect the
location, availability, and accessibility of housing. It also assesses the conditions, both
public and private, that affect fair housing choice.

Community Participation
A citywide dialogue on the trends and issues relating to housing drove the development
of the AFH. This public engagement process solicited multiple perspectives including
those of government agencies, fair housing advocates, housing developers, non-profit
organizations, and the general public.
Three public meetings and nine stakeholder group interviews, plus additional phone
conversations, were conducted in late January and early February, with additional
public hearings one June 13 and 20 for the AFH’s official adoption. An online survey,
which was publicized simultaneously with the meetings and interviews, solicited input
from residents and stakeholders about their knowledge and experiences related to
housing discrimination.

Data Analysis
The following is a summary of some key points derived from the analysis of the HUDprovided data:
•

The population of New Rochelle has changed significantly in the past 20 years.
The City is now majority non-White, with White residents accounting for slightly
less than half of City residents. Hispanics were a major driver of this change,
growing by a factor of 3.
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•

There are 21 block groups in the City, roughly comprised of the Downtown, West
End, Residence Park, East End, Rochelle Heights, and Fifth Avenue District
neighborhoods, that qualify as “concentration areas.” These are blocks groups
with a higher percentage of both non-White residents and households classified
as low- and moderate-income by HUD than the citywide rates.

•

Some of HUD’s Opportunity Indices have uniform scores across the City. For
others, the southwestern neighborhoods of New Rochelle (roughly Downtown,
West End, Feeney Park, and French Ridge) have lower scores (i.e. less access
to opportunity), while the northern half of the City has the higher scores (i.e more
access to opportunity). This lower scoring area coincides with the location of the
City’s “concentration area.”

•

The City’s HCV program has 5,500 applicants on the waiting list as of April,
2017. Of the New Rochelle residents on the list, 260 are Black,106 are White,
and 28 are either Native American, Asian, or Pacific Islander. The fact that more
than twice as many New Rochelle applicants are Black than White indicates a
disproportionate need for affordable housing among Black residents.

•

Southern neighborhoods have the highest rates of individuals with disabilities,
particularly South Side (tract 57.01) and French Ridge (tract 63). Both
neighborhoods are within or partially within the City’s “concentration area.”

Fair Housing Goals and Priorities
The combination of quantitative data analysis and qualitative research identified a series
of factors that significantly contribute to fair housing issues in New Rochelle. These
contributing factors were assigned three priority levels (High, Medium, and Low) based
on the amount and strength of the supporting evidence that initially identified the factor.
The ultimate purpose of completing an AFH and identifying factors that significantly
contribute to fair housing issues is to inform the City’s future planning processes and
funding decisions. Moving forward, the City will allocate a portion of their federal
resources to address these issues and affirmatively further fair housing.
In order to achieve this outcome, a series of goals was developed to overcome the
identified contributing factors and related fair housing issues, each accompanied by
metrics and milestones for determining what results will be achieved and the parties
responsible for them. Limited financial and staff resources preclude the City from
pursuing the resolution of every contributing factor identified in the AFH. Therefore, only
contributing factors determined to be a High or Medium priority are addressed by one or
more of the following goals.
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Table D – Goals
Goal

Preserve and
increase housing
affordability
throughout New
Rochelle

Contributing
Factors
Displacement
of residents
due to
economic
pressures
Loss of
affordable
housing
Lack of access
to opportunity
due to high
housing costs

Fair Housing
Issues
Segregation/Integration
R/ECAPs
Disparities in Access to
Opportunity
Disproportionate
Housing Needs
Disability and Access

Availability of
affordable
units in a
range of sizes

Metrics, Milestones, and
Timeframe for Achievement
1. Annually provide rental
assistance to help 10-12
households to afford housing.

Responsible
Program
Participant(s)
City of New
Rochelle

2. Use HOME funds to deepen the
affordability of units that must be
provided under the City's
inclusionary housing policy, with a
goal of using best efforts to assist a
developer with 3-5 affordable units
within 5 years.
3. Counsel the New Rochelle
Municipal Housing Authority during
each of their fiscal year’s Annual
Planning process to help their
planning for preserving and
improving their public housing
inventory.

Lack of
affordable,
accessible
housing in
range of unit
sizes
Discussion: The City will use its federal and local resources to increase the affordability of new and existing units in the
City in both R/ECAP areas and in high opportunity areas. This focus on affordability will address displacement pressure
by providing affordable alternatives alongside new market-rate development, and address a lack of affordable, accessible
units in a range of sizes by expanding the affordable inventory. The protected classes this goal will help include nonWhite, elderly, persons with disabilities, and persons with limited English proficiency, who generally have lower incomes
than the rest of the population and therefore depend more heavily on the availability of affordable housing.
More specific details for each numbered metric/milestone are:
1. The City’s newly created TBRA program serves homeless people aged 18 and over who are in the OASIS overnight
emergency shelter or found living in New Rochelle on the streets, in cars, or in other places not designed for human
habitation. The program is funded with HOME dollars and serves those with very low incomes (0-50% of the area median
family income). Providing direct assistance to renters will make housing that would otherwise be unattainable more
affordable, thereby increasing access to opportunity by lowering housing costs and relieving displacement pressure,
which are identified contributing factors.
2. Under the City’s affordable housing ordinance, market-rate developers must set aside 10% of their units for moderateincome households (80% of the area median income). However, these units remain unaffordable to low-income
households in New Rochelle much below 80% AMI threshold. The addition of HOME funds, Affordable Housing funds,
and other incentives to mandatory affordable units has the potential to reduce the cost of those units even further, making
them accessible to families earning less than 80% AMI. Deepening housing affordability will increase access to
opportunity by lowering housing costs and relieving displacement pressure, which are identified contributing factors. The
protected classes this goal will help include non-White, elderly, persons with disabilities, and persons with limited English
proficiency, who generally have lower incomes than the rest of the population and therefore depend more heavily on the
availability of affordable housing.
3. The City is a party to the Recovery Agreement between HUD and NRMHA which addresses the Housing Authority’s
financial, physical, and management deficiencies. The City is named in the Agreement to oversee and offer assistance to
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Goal

Contributing
Factors

Fair Housing
Issues

Metrics, Milestones, and
Timeframe for Achievement

Responsible
Program
Participant(s)

the Authority to help improve performance and attain/maintain status as a Standard Performer, which it does through the
following functions:
•

The City of New Rochelle completes an assessment for proposed projects by the NRMHA and is the
Responsible Entity for preparing Environmental Reviews.

•

Department of Development staff will review and provide guidance on various HUD reports for NRMHA when
requested.

•

Department of Development staff assist and advise with NRMHA’s procurement processes and policies.

•

A representative from the Department of Development attends and observes monthly Board meetings with a
report back to Development Management.

Assisting NRMHA manage and improve their housing stock maintains an important channel of units necessary to prevent
the loss of affordable housing and provide accessible units in a range of sizes, which are identified contributing factors.
The protected classes this goal will help include non-Whites, families with children, and persons with disabilities, who are
disproportionately represented among public housing and HCV residents.
Revise existing
internal policies /
procedures and
establish new
ones to further
fair housing

Displacement
of residents
due to
economic
pressures
Loss of
affordable
housing
Lack of access
to opportunity
due to high
housing costs
Availability of
affordable
units in a
range of sizes

Segregation/Integration
R/ECAPs
Disparities in Access to
Opportunity
Disproportionate
Housing Needs

1. Within 12 months, develop
recommendations for expending
money collected in the Affordable
Housing Fund in ways that
affirmatively further fair housing.

City of New
Rochelle

2. Within the next five-year
planning cycle, adopt a formal
policy to allow the leveraging of the
City’s Affordable Housing Fund to
achieve projects that would
otherwise not be possible.
3. Add mechanisms (points,
priority, etc.) to City RFPs for
projects that further fair housing
through housing affordability,
project location, provision of
services, or some other means.
4. Within 18 months, create a
resource guide for affordable
housing developers to help them
navigate the City’s processes and
reduce barriers to developing
affordable housing.
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Goal

Contributing
Factors

Fair Housing
Issues

Metrics, Milestones, and
Timeframe for Achievement

Responsible
Program
Participant(s)

Discussion: The City will update its policies and procedures in an effort to increase affordable housing production and
decrease segregation. These new policies will address future displacement and unit loss as well as boost affordable
development to improve access to opportunity and the variety of affordable units, which are identified contributing factors.
The protected classes this goal will help include non-Whites, elderly, persons with disabilities, families with children, and
persons with limited English proficiency, who generally have lower incomes than the rest of the population and therefore
depend more heavily on the availability of affordable housing.
More specific details for each numbered metric/milestone are:
1. The City’s Affordable Housing Fund receives payments from developers complying with the City’s affordable housing
ordinance in lieu of new units. The City has received relatively little in the Affordable Housing Fund to date, but is
preparing for more contributions as new development continues to ramp up. The City will take the opportunity to ensure
that those funds are used to increase access to high opportunity areas and assist any families that might be displaced by
new development, which are identified contributing factors. The specific polices required to achieve this will be
determined by Community Development, City Planning, the Industrial Development Agency, the City Manager, and other
relevant internal parties. The protected classes this goal will help include non-Whites, elderly, persons with disabilities,
families with children, and persons with limited English proficiency, who generally have lower incomes than the rest of the
population and therefore depend more heavily on the availability of affordable housing.
2. Because of high local constructions costs, the City has had difficulty successfully working with developers to construct
affordable housing units funded with its limited HOME dollars alone. The Affordable Housing Fund offers a more flexible
source of financing that developers may be more likely to accept alone or in addition to HOME funds. This could make
affordable housing projects with otherwise unworkable pro formas feasible to complete, increasing access to opportunity
in areas that are expensive to develop and the range of affordable units, which are identified contributing factors. The
protected classes this goal will help include non-Whites, elderly, persons with disabilities, families with children, and
persons with limited English proficiency, who generally have lower incomes than the rest of the population and therefore
depend more heavily on the availability of affordable housing.
3. The City will explore policies directly aimed at furthering fair housing. For example, affordable housing projects located
in high opportunity areas, or ones that go beyond the affordability level mandated by the Affordable Housing Policy, may
get preference for an allocation from the Affordable Housing Fund or the City’s HOME dollars. The exact specifics of
these policies will be determined over time by the pertinent City staff and officials. The protected classes this goal will
help include non-Whites, elderly, persons with disabilities, families with children, and persons with limited English
proficiency, who generally have lower incomes than the rest of the population and therefore depend more heavily on the
availability of affordable housing.
4. Understanding the requirements all housing developers must observe, or keeping track of available City programs can
make affordable housing development more difficult or expensive A publicly available resource guide containing
everything developers need to know clearly and in one place would make the development process more straightforward,
potentially resulting in more developers being willing to undertake projects. More affordable projects would mitigate the
lack of access to opportunity due to high housing costs and the availability of affordable units in a range of sizes, which
are identified contributing factors. The protected classes this goal will help include non-Whites, elderly, persons with
disabilities, families with children, and persons with limited English proficiency, who generally have lower incomes than
the rest of the population and therefore depend more heavily on the availability of affordable housing.
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Goal

Contributing
Factors

Fair Housing
Issues

Metrics, Milestones, and
Timeframe for Achievement

Fund supportive
services that help
members of the
protected classes
find and maintain
housing

Availability of
affordable
units in a
range of sizes

Disparities in Access to
Opportunity

1. When feasible, annually grant
CDBG and/or City funds to the
Homeless Resource Center to
provide outreach and resources to
the homeless population, ultimately
placing them in permanent
housing, with a goal of serving 300
individuals per year.

Disproportionate
Housing Needs

Lack of access
to opportunity
due to high
housing costs
Location of
employers

Responsible
Program
Participant(s)
City of New
Rochelle
City of New
Rochelle
Housing
Authority

2. Provide CDBG and/or City funds
to partners such as the City's
Youth Bureau, the Women's
Enterprise Development Center,
the Urban League, NRMHA, and
other providers of jobs training that
help members of the protected
classes secure jobs with a living
wage, with a goal of serving 15-25
individuals per year.
3. Offer mobility counseling to any
TBRA recipient having difficulty
locating an affordable unit in New
Rochelle or relocating to a high
opportunity area.

Discussion: Increasing the availability of affordable housing cannot always remove barriers faced by members of the
protected classes alone. To help improve access to opportunity in high cost areas, the City will also fund supportive
services that make finding and maintaining housing easier for special populations, such as youth and households at risk
of homelessness. These services will increase the ability of participants to obtain housing in areas otherwise inaccessible
to them.
More specific details for each numbered metric/milestone are:
1. The Homeless Resource Center (HRC), operated by HOPE Community Services, provides the homeless population
24 hour access to shelter, a soup kitchen during the weekdays, connects them to services that they qualify for, and gets
them off the streets and into suitable housing. Clients who participate in the program are required to meet with a case
manager at least once a month to discuss possible housing options and other ancillary services. Easier, more regular
access to supportive services increases the chance that participants will be able to eventually acquire and sustain the
resources to afford better, safer, more sanitary housing. The protected classes this program will assist include nonWhites, female-headed households, and others who disproportionately represent homeless persons, as identified by the
latest point-in-time count.
2. As described in this AFH, certain groups in New Rochelle more commonly face housing problems than other groups –
namely Hispanics and small and large households. Providers of job training that receive City funding should be
encouraged to market their services to these groups in order to increase the ability of these groups to obtain decent and
sanitary housing. For example, providing applications in Spanish or partnering with organizations that interact with youth
aging out of the foster system might increase these participation rates and ultimately have an effect on disproportionate
housing need in the City.
3. Upon entry into the TBRA program, participants must meet with a housing case manager. This person, affiliated with
the Department of Development's Section 8 Housing Program, can assist the participant in locating an affordable housing
unit using the same tools available to Housing Choice Voucher recipients.
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Goal

Strengthen fair
housing
investigation,
enforcement, and
operations

Contributing
Factors
Lack of
resources for
fair housing
agencies and
organizations

Fair Housing
Issues
Fair Housing
Enforcement, Outreach
Capacity, and
Resources

Metrics, Milestones, and
Timeframe for Achievement
1. Annually train City staff to refer
inquiries about fair housing to a
designated staff person.
2. Train all staff that interact with
the public in techniques to
communicate with those with
language and/or cultural barriers.

Responsible
Program
Participant(s)
City of New
Rochelle
City of New
Rochelle
Housing
Authority

3. Within 2 years, design and
implement procedures to monitor
the compliance of affordable units
created under the City's Affordable
Housing Policy, not unlike ways in
which units created with HOME
funding would be monitored.
Discussion: Any effort to affirmatively further fair housing can only go so far without effective and efficient investigation
and enforcement of discriminatory actions. However, resources for these activities are already limited and are only
becoming more so. The City will ensure that proper investigation of discriminatory activity is triggered by training relevant
City employees to recognize and report evidence of such activity. This is especially important for discrimination that
violates federal and local laws, such as source of income protection. In addition, the City will evaluate and strive to
improve the way they interact with the public in order to prevent unintentional barriers from occurring.
More specific details for each numbered metric/milestone are:
1 & 2. Westchester Residential Opportunities, Inc. (WRO), a FHIP organization and HUD approved housing counseling
agency, is the City’s official partner for fair housing training. They also conduct fair housing and credit counseling
workshops for the general public and provide educational training to the staff of local public service agencies. Their
additional services include fair lending education, a first time home buying program, foreclosure prevention, predatory
lending education, senior housing assistance, and Access-to-Homes for the mobility impaired. The City will engage WRO
to provide regular and specialized training related to fair housing issues.
3. The City is currently developing formal written procedure for monitoring housing units created under the affordable
housing ordinance, including aspects such as marketing plans, application processes, affordability period compliance,
etc. With appropriate long-term monitoring, the City can guarantee the affordable units achieve their goal of mitigating
displacement and increasing the supply of affordable housing, which are identified contributing factors. Monitoring
procedures adopted for the HOME program will be an inspirational model to design monitoring procedures for the funded
units.
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Goal

Operate the
Housing Choice
Voucher program
to improve the
quality of life for
voucher holders

Contributing
Factors
Impediments
to mobility
Source of
income
discrimination

Fair Housing
Issues
Publicly Supported
Housing

Metrics, Milestones, and
Timeframe for Achievement
1. Continue to offer mobility
counseling to new Housing Choice
Voucher holders and those actively
looking for affordable units in New
Rochelle or looking to relocate to a
high opportunity area.

Responsible
Program
Participant(s)
City of New
Rochelle
Housing
Authority

2. Counsel households wishing to
port to another jurisdiction in order
to participate in a Family Self
Sufficiency program. Pursue a
formal partnership with
Westchester County Section 8
Program to facilitate voucher
porting for this reason.
3. Undertake an enhanced landlord
recruitment campaign to dispel
common misconceptions about the
HCV program and attract new
participants, scheduling 5-10 oneon-one meetings with potential new
landlords per year.
Discussion: The City’s Section 8 program is a critical avenue of housing assistance for low-income members of the
protected classes. The City of New Rochelle Housing Authority, which is the City’s Section 8 office, is committed to
managing its program to maximize the benefits to participating households. This includes making sure families are aware
of all the options open to them, as well as increasing those options by continually recruiting new landlords to participate in
the program, especially those with rental units located outside of “concentration areas.” More specific details for each
numbered metric/milestone are:
1. Finding affordable housing in New Rochelle can be difficult. To ensure that all Housing Choice Voucher holders have
the greatest chance for success possible and to address the identified contributing factor of impediments to mobility,
mobility counseling is provided to each household upon intake into the program.
2. The City’s Section 8 program is no longer able to offer a family self-sufficiency program. However, voucher recipients
wishing to participate in such a program have the option of porting their voucher to a jurisdiction that administers one. In
particular, the City has had success partnering with Westchester County’s Section 8 program specifically for families
seeks a self-sufficiency curriculum. Moving forward, the City will prepare mobility counseling information focused on selfsufficiency in the region or elsewhere in the country.
3. In the past, the City has attempted traditional marketing activities – attending housing fairs, sending mass mailers, etc.
– to attract new landlords to the Section 8 program, with modest results. Instead, the City will target the landlords who are
likely to be receptive with personal communications and invitations, with the ultimate goal of scheduling in-person
meetings. By creating the time to thoroughly explain the program, answer questions, and dispel commonly held myths,
this approach is more likely to be an effective use of resources.
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III. Community Participation Process
1. Describe outreach activities undertaken to encourage and broaden meaningful
community participation in the AFH process, including the types of outreach activities and
dates of public hearings or meetings. Identify media outlets used and include a description
of efforts made to reach the public, including those representing populations that are
typically underrepresented in the planning process such as persons who reside in areas
identified as R/ECAPs, persons who are limited English proficient (LEP), and persons with
disabilities. Briefly explain how these communications were designed to reach the
broadest audience possible. For PHAs, identify your meetings with the Resident Advisory
Board and other resident outreach.
From January 31 – February 2, 2017, a series of stakeholder interviews and
consultations were conducted in New Rochelle. Over the course of these two days,
approximately 31 individuals from organizations whose mission involves housing in one
facet or another provided feedback. Stakeholders were identified by local staff and
invited to participate personally.
Two web-based surveys, one for the general public and one for other interested
stakeholders, were posted on the City’s website. Each stakeholder who was invited to
participate in an interview was also encouraged to share the survey with their
colleagues, clients or constituents, and any other network of contacts they deemed
appropriate. The City advertised the survey on its website for the duration it was
available. During the six weeks the surveys were active, 15 responses were submitted.
The City advertised all public meetings on New Rochelle TV. The following public
hearings were held during the course of preparing the AFH:
•

January 31 – a general public hearing with specific accommodation for New
Rochelle’s Hispanic community. The meeting was held in the Boys & Girls Club
in an area of the City with a large Hispanic community, and a Spanish translator
was present. Three members of the public attended.

•

January 31 – a general public hearing held in the Hugh A. Doyle Senior Center.
Two members of the public attended.

•

February 1 – a general public hearing held in the Martin Luther King Jr.
Neighborhood Center. Five members of the public attended.

•

June 13 – a public hearing to mark the conclusion of the public display period
and solicit final comments. Three members of the public submitted comments,
which are included in the supporting documents along with responses.

•

June 20 – a City Council meeting to approve the final AFH
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2. Provide a list of organizations consulted during the community participation process.
The following organizations participated during the community participation process:
•

City of New Rochelle, Housing & Community Development

•

City of New Rochelle, Housing Choice Voucher Program

•

City of New Rochelle, Industrial Development Agency

•

City of New Rochelle, Office for the Aging

•

City of New Rochelle, Parks & Recreation

•

City of New Rochelle, Planning & Sustainability

•

City of New Rochelle, Youth Bureau

•

Community Resource Center

•

Housing Action Council

•

HOPE Community Services

•

New Rochelle Against Racism (New RoAR)

•

New Rochelle Municipal Housing Authority (NRMHA)

•

New Rochelle NAACP

•

NR Future

•

Westchester Community Opportunity Program (WestCOP)

•

Westchester County Board of Legislators

•

Westchester Residential Opportunities (WRO)

•

Westchester United

•

Westhab

3. How successful were the efforts at eliciting meaningful community participation? If
there was low participation, provide the reasons.
The response to personal invitations for interviews was satisfactory, although only
around one-quarter of the nearly 70 organizations contacted attended a group interview.
The information obtained through the stakeholder interviews, both in-person and
through follow-up telephone conversations, was excellent and invaluable in shaping the
fair housing analysis. The modest attendance at the first three public meetings was
disappointing but not atypical.
During the course of the interviews, the City learned useful information that will help with
reaching a broader audience. Local stakeholders that have regular, direct contact with
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members of the protected classes volunteered to help the City reach these communities
for any upcoming plans. For instance, the City’s Hispanic and immigrant communities
tend to rely more heavily on informal support networks and alternative access to
government services, such as a Spanish-speaking government employee with whom
they are comfortable interacting but who may not be the official channel for a given
program or service. Important relationships were built during the AFH outreach process
that will facilitate this approach.
The City will rely on the contacts made during the AFH process to promote the outreach
efforts associated with the Five-Year Consolidated Plan to be held later in 2017.
4. Summarize all comments obtained in the community participation process. Include a
summary of any comments or views not accepted and the reasons why.

Stakeholder Interviews
The City conducted a series of stakeholder interviews and three public meetings from
January 31 to February 2, 2017. They met with affordable housing providers, homeless
assistance providers, health and human service providers, fair housing advocates, the
Municipal Housing Authority, and several municipal departments.
A summary of the comments related to fair housing that were identified over the course
of the meetings is included below. These comments are presented faithfully to the
original comment and have not been verified or moderated. They do not necessarily
represent the official position of the City or its staff.
Affordable Housing
•

Housing affordability is the biggest barrier to fair housing in the City. This has
only been intensified by rising utilities, taxes, and other housing costs while
household incomes are stagnant.

•

New Rochelle has a lot of senior housing and affordable housing for a community
of its size, but households from elsewhere in Westchester County often move
into the City when housing is unavailable in their municipality, increasing
competition.

•

The perception of new development is that it reduces the availability of affordable
housing instead of increasing it. This is because new developments can
command higher rents which raises the prices in surrounding neighborhoods, as
well as feared displacement of existing low-income households.

•

Most of the housing stock in New Rochelle is single-family, with limited multifamily options. Many families are able to rent units in two- and three-family
houses, but there is not nearly enough of that stock to cover demand and it
doesn't turn over quickly. New affordable, high-density multi-family apartments
are needed.
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•

Co-ops and condos tend to be more affordable options for homeownership.
However, these housing types are frequently exempted from various fair housing
and affordable housing regulations. For example, co-ops are exempt from the
County’s source of income discrimination law and are not subject to any
disclosure law, and condo associations can use their first right of refusal to keep
units from being acquired by non-profits.

•

College students put pressure on the rental market. Multiple new student housing
projects may hopefully relieve some of that competition for low-income families.

•

Large families can encounter difficulty finding housing that is both large enough
and affordable enough for them.

Access to Opportunity
•

After housing costs, access to transportation is one of the largest influences on
fair housing in New Rochelle.

•

New development has primarily occurred in areas with access to the train station
(i.e. Downtown). This coincides with the City’s emphasis on walkability and
transit-oriented development.

•

New Rochelle has reasonable public transit coverage via buses and trains, but
accessing some community services, such as those located in White Plains, can
require a long commute.

•

Public housing in New Rochelle is often not close to public schools, meaning kids
must be bussed. Parents’ involvement in school activities is then limited because
of the transportation difficulties.

•

When seeking housing, families with children are sometimes directed toward or
away from certain neighborhoods because of school quality.

•

Even though Westchester County prohibits discrimination based on source of
income, it still occurs frequently. Landlords are able to circumvent the law by
citing alternative reasons such as insufficient credit score. In addition, this
protection is set to expire at the end of 2018.

•

Although public opposition to affordable housing development does occur, it has
not completely derailed many major projects. There has been little opposition to
development in the Downtown Overlay Zone, largely because there was little
downtown residential to begin with, and the Senior Citizen Overlay district in
northern New Rochelle was approved despite community opposition.

•

Community opposition has caused some developments to be modified in size or
other characteristics, or to face delays. In particular, community opposition forces
a developer to comply with stricter requirements for environmental studies, traffic
and parking studies, etc., that increase the costs and time necessary for
development.
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Publicly Supported Housing
•

HUD’s calculated median income in Westchester County is $107,800 for a family
of four and $75,500 for an individual. This is the benchmark used by the City in
its housing assistance programs, even though it is significantly higher than the
City’s median household income of $70,000 and median non-family income of
$41,000.

•

Tenants with Housing Choice Vouchers (HCV) have difficulty finding apartments
because landlords can receive rents higher than HUD’s standard on the free
market. Even the fair market rent limit for tenant-based rental assistance (TBRA),
which is higher than HCV, is lower than the market value.

•

The City’s return rate of HCVs is approximately 70% due to vouchers expiring
before the household can find a suitable apartment. The New Rochelle Municipal
Housing Authority’s return rate is lower, but their HCV program is much smaller
than the City’s.

•

Some surrounding communities that are more affluent have their own HCV
program with a corresponding higher rent limit. Many of these voucher holders
are able to attain housing in New Rochelle because their assistance amount is
greater, creating unequal competition for New Rochelle residents.

•

Over the past decade, HUD has lowered New Rochelle’s HCV payment standard
more often than it has raised it.

•

It is difficult for single-person households with an HCV to find housing because
there are few 1-bedroom units, and those are expensive.

•

Landlords that used to work with the HCV program might now prefer targeting
college students instead. A stigma against HCV has developed over time.

•

Tax credits have become more competitive. The County used to offer more
assistance, such as purchasing the site, providing HOME dollars, etc. The
absence of CDBG funds at the County level has negatively affected all non-profit
developers.
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Special Needs Housing
•

Waiting times for senior developments can be 6 months to 2 years long.

•

Seniors can face discrimination from landlords who want rent guarantees, or
think they will not maintain the property, etc.

•

Many of the buildings with housing units for seniors also have units for persons
with disabilities. These two populations, especially persons with mental
disabilities, often do not mix well.

•

Group homes are not being constructed in New Rochelle as often as they used
to be. The group homes that already exist don't turn over rapidly; residents may
stay for upwards of 20 years.

•

As youth with disabilities age, it becomes more difficult to find group
home/assisted living facilities. Many families are forced to find solutions in
neighboring communities outside of New Rochelle.

•

It is difficult for families to find supportive services for children with mental
disabilities, or they encounter long waiting lists. Many families do not plan early
enough, or have their circumstances change during the up to 15-year period they
are on a waiting list, and can’t find available programs.

•

The City’s housing stock is so old and inventory is so limited that persons with
disabilities have a hard time finding accessible units.

•

There are some services available to homeowners in the City for accessibility
modifications, but they tend to be income qualified, meaning middle-income
seniors don’t qualify and cannot afford the modifications on their own.

•

Most public facilities have improved physical accessibility over recent years, but
not all and not all very well. New Rochelle’s City Hall is an example of a building
that is still challenging for persons with disabilities to navigate.

•

Although ADA compliance is becoming more widespread, facilities that are
“accessible” according to code may not be practically accessible for everyday
use scenarios.

Local Initiatives
•

The City recently approved a Senior Overlay Zone in northern New Rochelle,
which will hopefully increase housing options in that part of the City.

•

The City participates in the state’s Senior Citizen Rent Increase Exception
(SCRIE) program, which limits rent increases for seniors in rent stabilized
apartments.

•

City staff has participated in expos held by the senior center; staff has taken
many HCV applications at these types of events.
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•

The City started using its HOME grant for TBRA in 2016. Referrals for the
program come exclusively from current participant in Hope Community Services’
programs. The City expected to serve 12-15 participants in the first year; there
are around 10 people currently on the waiting list.

•

The local Continuum of Care (CoC) is trying to increase its number of landlord
partners throughout Westchester. The CoC is actively inviting more landlords to
participate in their Landlord Relation Subcommittee meetings.

•

Landlords must register with the City multi-family rentals of 3 or more units and
units renting to 3 or more students.

•

In 2014 the City created an Advisory Committee on Issues Affecting People with
Disabilities and Group Homes to advise City Council on all matters concerning
persons with disabilities. One of their current issue areas is adopting universal
design standards.

Other Comments/Issues
•

When a market-rate, residential development changes ownership, amenities and
services are often reduced, even if fees increase. Similarly, new senior
developments will market many included services but will reduce or eliminate
them after a few years.

•

Foreclosure has become an increasing problem over the past 10 years. This is
especially true for households with less knowledge about the mortgage process,
such as those with limited English proficiency.

•

The City’s Hispanic and immigrant communities tend to rely more heavily on
informal support networks and alternative access to government services, such
as a Spanish-speaking employee with whom they are comfortable interacting but
who may not be the official channel for a given program or service.

•

Low adult literacy is an issue in the Hispanic community, including in individuals’
native language.

•

Seasonal workers have difficulty finding housing and can face withheld cash
wages with little recourse available to them.

•

Fair housing complaints involving familial status are common, especially
involving single mothers.

•

Women and young minorities are 90% of the people seeking assistance from the
City’s Business Ambassador. The greatest barriers they face to starting their own
business are translating an idea into a concrete business plan and securing
financing.
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Online Surveys
Two online surveys were developed to assess the fair housing experiences of residents
and other fair housing stakeholders. The surveys were made available in English and
Spanish beginning on January 31, 2017 through March 15, 2017. The surveys were
advertised through the City’s official webpage as well as printed flyers that were
distributed at in-person interviews and public meetings.
Resident Survey
A total of 15 residents completed surveys as part of the process. Residents were asked
to provide basic demographic information, indicate their experience with affordable
housing, and respond to various scenarios intended to discern whether or not they
could identify actions that may be considered discriminatory.
Housing Characteristics

Most of those who responded to the survey (72%) indicated that they have lived at their
current location for more than ten years, and the vast majority were homeowners (85%).
It was an even split between those who had last looked for a place to live in the past
year and those who had not looked in more than five years.
Six respondents (43%) indicated they had been treated unfairly in the search for
housing in the past. It should be noted that this is a very small sample size, so only
limited conclusions can be drawn from their experiences. Three listed race/color of skin
as the basis for discrimination; other reasons given were age, arrest/conviction record,
receipt of public assistance, and sexual orientation. Only two sought help from a fair
housing group or other organization.
Fair Housing Scenarios

Residents were presented with a series of scenarios to determine their knowledge of
fair housing practices and law. Following each scenario, they were asked (1) whether
they thought the actions in question were right or wrong, and (2) whether the actions in
question were legal or illegal.
Scenario 1: The owner of a group of apartment buildings decides that families with
young children will only be allowed to rent in one of the buildings because younger
children tend to make lots of noise and may bother other tenants.
The majority of respondents (71%) indicated they did not think the owner should be able
to assign families with younger children to one particular building. Most respondents
were either unsure whether or not the practice is considered legal (43%) or did not feel
the practice was legal (57%). (It is illegal to discriminate against families with children.)
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Scenario 2: In checking references on an application for a vacant apartment, an
apartment building owner learns that an applicant does not have the best housekeeping
habits and does not always keep their current apartment clean and neat. The owner
does not want to rent to such a person.
Most respondents (64%) indicated that the owner should not be allowed to reject a
potential tenant based on poor housekeeping habits. The majority of respondents also
indicated they did not feel the practice was legal (57%), while 35% were unsure of
whether or not this was a legal practice. (It is not illegal to discriminate against a person
because of their housekeeping habits.)
Scenario 3: An apartment building owner is renting to a tenant who uses a wheelchair.
The building is old and does not have a wheelchair ramp, and the tenant wants a small
wooden ramp constructed at the building door to more easily access the building. The
tenant volunteers to pay all costs and agrees to have the ramp removed at their own
expense when they leave the apartment. The owner, however, believes such a ramp
will not look good on the building, and does not allow the tenant to build the ramp on the
property.
The overwhelming majority of respondents (86%) indicated that regardless of the law,
the apartment owner should not be able to decide whether or not to allow a wheelchair
ramp to be constructed on his property. However, only 43% indicated they did not
believe this practice to be legal, while 50% were unsure. (It is illegal to discriminate
against persons with disabilities and deny them the ability to erect a ramp to access a
housing unit.)
Scenario 4: In checking references on an application for a vacant apartment, an
apartment building owner learns that the applicant has a history of mental illness.
Although the applicant is not a danger to anyone, the apartment building owner does
not want to rent to such a person.
A strong majority of respondents (86%) indicated that regardless of the law, the
apartment owner should not be able to reject the application due to the applicant’s
mental illness. Respondents were more split over their understanding of whether or not
the practice is legal: most indicated they did not believe it to be (57%), while 43% were
unsure. (It is illegal to discriminate against persons with mental illness.)
Scenario 5: A white family is looking to buy a house. They go to a real estate agent and
ask about the availability of houses within their price range. Assuming the family would
only want to buy in areas where white people live, the agent decides to show them only
houses in all-white neighborhoods, even though there are many houses in their price
range in other parts of the community.
The majority of those asked (86%) indicated the real estate agent should not be able to
decide to focus the search for the home in an all-White area. The majority of
respondents also indicated they did not believe this practice to be legal (79%), while
21% were unclear whether or not the practice was legal. (It is illegal for a real estate
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professional to steer a homebuyer to specific neighborhoods based on the real estate
professional’s personal assumptions.)
Stakeholder Survey
Because only one fair housing stakeholder responded to the survey, the results will not
be included in this analysis.
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IV. Assessment of Past Goals, Actions,
and Strategies
1. Indicate what fair housing goals were selected by program participant(s) in recent
Analyses of Impediments, Assessments of Fair Housing, or other relevant planning
documents:
a. Discuss what progress has been made toward the achievement of fair housing goals.
The following goals were included in the City’s 2012 Analysis of Impediments to Fair
Housing Choice. They are grouped by similar objectives, and the progress that has
been made toward their achievement is described.

Affordability
GOAL: Expand the array of affordable rental and ownership housing opportunities available in
the city.
GOAL: Strategically leverage existing opportunities to create affordable housing.
GOAL: Endeavor to maintain existing housing activity levels by securing alternate funding
methods and/or sources.
GOAL: Create new opportunities for housing development by employing innovative, flexible
approaches.

New Rochelle adopted an affordable housing ordinance on March 21, 2006 which
requires any developer to set aside 10% of their units for moderate-income
households (80% of the area median income). Developers that choose not to
construct affordable housing units are required to pay a fee to the City's Affordable
Housing Fund. These funds are used as local resources to assist with the provision of
affordable housing units. Since its passing, the ordinance has been updated to
increase the fee paid into the Affordable Housing Fund, incentivizing developers to
include the 10% affordable units on-site in their projects.
In December, 2015, the City passed a Downtown Overlay Zone (DOZ) built on formbased coding principles. Besides the increase in housing development anticipated to
occur because of the form-based nature of the DOZ, the new zone allows for
developers to deepen the affordability of their affordable units to 60% of AMI in
exchange for increased height.
The City’s Residential Rehabilitation Program (RRP) provides funds for qualified
homeowners to replace major home systems such as electrical, heating, plumbing,
roofing, energy efficient windows, and doors. The program addresses the need to
maintain the aging housing stock. The City completed six RRP projects on owneroccupied single family homes in 2015. Four additional projects required additional
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unforeseen work which resulted in delays, but were expected to be completed in
2016.
Heritage Homes Phase I was completed in December, 2013 and occupied in
January, 2014. Of the 131 dwelling units constructed, 121 were occupied by former
residents of Robert Hartley Houses, the adjacent public housing site. Two of the five
structures at Hartley Houses were demolished in May of 2014 and construction of
Heritage Homes Phase II, consisting of 56 units, commenced on the footprint of the
demolished buildings.
Heritage Homes Phase III will involve the demolition of two more structures at Hartley
Houses and the construction of 42 units of affordable housing for a total of 229
dwelling units at the former public housing site. All seven 3-bedroom units in Heritage
Homes Phase II are occupied. Thirteen additional 3-bedroom units are being built
during Phase III.

Accessibility
GOAL: Expand the number of accessible, affordable units available.
GOAL: Remove barriers to accessibility in the city's rental and owner housing stock to the
extent that resources allow.
GOAL: Promote a greater degree of compliance with laws governing accessibility features of
newly constructed and substantially rehabilitated buildings.

Beginning January 2016, the City began to use HOME funds to establish a new
Tenant-Based Rental Assistance (TBRA) program to move homeless individuals out
of local emergency shelters and off the streets into permanent housing. The program
serves homeless people aged 18 and over who are in the OASIS overnight
emergency shelter or found living in New Rochelle on the streets, in cars, or in other
places not designed for human habitation. All of those served have very low incomes
(0-50% of the area median family income).
The City is evaluating its Study of Traffic and Gateways to improve pedestrian and
vehicular traffic downtown. Signage to improve traffic flow and identification in the
City’s Downtown and gateways has already been implemented. Removal of
architectural barriers was completed in CDBG target areas, bringing sidewalks into
compliance with ADA standards.
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Fair Housing
GOAL: Select and implement projects that will most effectively and reliably advance fair
housing goals.
GOAL: Ensure that all public policy documents are consistent with the aim of affirmatively
furthering fair housing.
GOAL: Ensure that specifically targeted program material is implemented to broaden
awareness of city staff members, landlords, design professionals and grant subrecipients, as
well as the general public.

The City has updated its website to include the most current information and
resources on Fair Housing and Accessibility, Affordable Housing, Section 8 Housing,
Human Rights, and Discrimination.
Local agency representatives attending the City's annual Community Development
Meeting are provided with information booklets to distribute and posters to display at
their facilities on fair housing rights.
Westchester Residential Opportunities, Inc. (WRO), an approved HUD housing
counseling agency, provides resources to educate staff of local agencies that assist
residents with housing needs. WRO conducted a Fair Housing Expo at the County
Center in March, 2015. Flyers in English and Spanish were posted on the City's
website and distributed to all the local agencies on the City’s mailing list. WRO
provided information on Fair Housing, Fair Lending, First Time Home Buying
program, Foreclosure Prevention, Predatory Lending, Senior Housing Assistance,
and Access-to-Home for the mobility impaired.

Other Initiatives
GOAL: Enhance the mobility of voucher holders.
GOAL: Empower minority borrowers.
GOAL: Promote equal treatment in the local lending market.

In 2016, the New Rochelle Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) office provided 920
vouchers to income eligible households. In addition, New Rochelle Municipal Housing
Authority (NRMHA) issued 358 vouchers in 2015. The ongoing communications
between the City's Section 8 office and NRMHA provide a strong service delivery
system for those persons seeking affordable housing assistance and allow for
maximum mobility for voucher holders in the area.
b. Discuss how successful in achieving past goals, and/or how it has fallen short of
achieving those goals (including potentially harmful unintended consequences).
The New Rochelle Department of Development has strived to achieve all of its fair
housing goals and is currently implementing affordable housing options for low- to
moderate-income people.
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The City experienced difficulty achieving goals that were beyond their financial and
staffing capacity, or too reliant on the actions of other entities. For example, achieving
the goals of empowering minority borrowers and promoting equal treatment in the
local lending market depend largely on the private mortgage lending market, which is
not something the City can control. Consequently, the City’s practical sphere of
influence as well as current and anticipated financial and staffing resources were
more heavily taken into consideration when defining the goals for this AFH.
c. Discuss any additional policies, actions, or steps that the program participant could
take to achieve past goals, or mitigate the problems it has experienced.
Additional policies, actions, or steps that could be taken to mitigate the problems
outlined above include:
•

Use funding to hire a Qualified Fair Housing Enforcement Organization to
conduct a series of housing discrimination paired testing for both race and
disability in New Rochelle’s lending market.

•

Continue to seek out and partner with nonprofit organizations with housing
access services for people with disabilities, such as Westchester Disabled On
the Move.

•

Continue to work with organizations that provide supportive services to
individuals with limited English proficiency and protected classes by
conducting outreach and education.

•

Consider a broader regional approach to expand affordable homeownership.

d. Discuss how the experience of program participant(s) with past goals has influenced
the selection of current goals.
As previously mentioned, the City experienced difficulty achieving goals that were
beyond their financial and staffing capacity, or too reliant on the actions of other
entities. Consequently, the City’s practical sphere of influence as well as current and
anticipated financial and staffing resources were more heavily taken into
consideration when defining the goals for this AFH.
Several past goals were included in this AFH based on their continued relevance to
fair housing issues within New Rochelle. However, metrics and timelines were
specified for each goal to improve the City’s ability to demonstrate and achieve
progress.
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V. Fair Housing Analysis
A. Demographic Summary
1. Describe demographic patterns in the jurisdiction and region, and describe trends
overtime (since 1990).
Before the first European settlers arrived in the 17th Century, the area now known as
New Rochelle was believed to have been occupied by the Siwanoy Indians of the
Algonquin Nation. In the 1650s, John Pell acquired a substantial amount of land from
the Siwanoy, which he later sold to a group of French Protestants settlers who would
give the area its present-day name.
As with other communities in Westchester, New Rochelle suffered greatly from the
Revolutionary War. However, the town began rebuilding after the war and was able to
capitalize on its fertile farmland and its strategic location near New York City. Much of
the City’s land use patterns derive from these early years, including the location of the
Downtown, which grew around the location of Trinity Church, founded in 1688.
During the course of the 19th Century, New Rochelle began to transition from an
agricultural community into a resort destination and eventually commuter town. The
area’s location along the Long Island Sound provided opportunities for trade and drew
successful entrepreneurs from Manhattan via steamboat. When the New Haven
Railroad was completed in 1849, vacationers slowly turned into commuters. The
railroad also brought newfound diversity to the area – not only did wealthy families
relocate to New Rochelle, but also middle class families in planned residential
developments and newly arrived immigrants.
After the City of New Rochelle incorporated in 1899, it continued its transition into a
prototypical American suburb. Residential development during the late 1800s and early
1900s is notable for the “residential parks” that were constructed. These planned
neighborhoods were built in the Garden City style, catering to commuters who sought
out easy access to Manhattan combined with a small town suburban lifestyle. The first
residential park was Rochelle Park, built in 1880, and by 1915 there were a total of 45
residential parks in the City.
By the 1920s, New Rochelle was one of the most sought-after suburban communities
for home-buyers. Main Street quickly transformed to accommodate the discerning
tastes of the community’s ever-growing neighborhoods. The post-World War II years
are characterized by a stream of new immigrants, including Jews from New York City,
Mexican immigrants, and African Americans leaving the south as part of the Great
Migration. New Rochelle’s diversity can be traced throughout its history, owing in part to
the City’s easy access from Ellis Island. The post WWII years also saw a tremendous
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building boom in the north end, as developers purchased the last of the farms to create
housing for new veterans and their young families.
New Rochelle suffered a period of cultural and economic decline through the 1960s and
1970s for a wide range of factors. The construction of I-95 in the late 1950s split the City
in two, while urban renewal projects leveled historic neighborhoods in the City’s core.
The City’s historically Black neighborhoods suffered the most during these mid-century
urban renewal efforts, with eminent domain employed along Lincoln Avenue, Memorial
Highway, Huguenot Street, and elsewhere to make way for the new roads and high-rise
housing.
The closure of Fort Slocum in 1965 was a substantial economic hit for the entire City.
The New Rochelle Mall opened in 1968 to great fanfare and optimism, however the
subsequent decades were characterized by a struggling local economy. New Rochelle’s
population was in decline from the 1960s through 1990, while Downtown suffered from
high crime rates and retail vacancies.
Recent years have seen a resurgence in New Rochelle’s economy and in particular the
Downtown, due to a renewed focus in creating a vibrant, mixed-use community
centered around the City’s transportation assets and dense core. The New Rochelle
Downtown Business Improvement District (BID) was founded in 2000 to support
economic development, new businesses, and new investment. The BID has sought to
preserve the historic charm of New Rochelle while also improving the cleanliness and
safety of the City’s streets, organizing activities and events, and providing funding for
façade improvements. Other recent developments in the Downtown are indicative of the
demand for new investment that is building upon the activity in the City’s core, including
construction of two large residential towers in 2007.
Although New Rochelle’s Downtown and overall economy struggled through the 2008
recession, a rejuvenated real estate market and substantial efforts by the City to plan for
future growth have created an environment for continued economic recovery. Recent
and ongoing initiatives in and around the Downtown should improve upon the smart
growth principles that are inherent in a transit-rich mixed-used district, while also
providing additional amenities, such as greater access to the Long Island Sound,
improved streetscapes, more robust transportation options, and even greater retail and
commercial opportunities.
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Race and Ethnicity

The population of New Rochelle is primarily non-White, with White residents accounting
for slightly less than half (48%) of City residents. Hispanic residents are the largest
minority group, followed by Blacks, and then Asians. The New Rochelle core-based
statistical area (CBSA), which also consists of New York City, Newark, and Jersey City,
is about as diverse as the City, with 51% of residents being non-White.
The population of New Rochelle has changed significantly in the past 20 years.
Between 1990 and 2010 the non-White population nearly doubled, jumping from 31.5%
to 52.1% of the City. Hispanics were a major driver of this change, growing by a factor
of 3.
The growing Hispanic population is influenced by foreign-born residents’ countries of
origin, the most common being Mexico and the Dominican Republic for the City and the
region, respectively. Overall, New Rochelle’s foreign-born population has grown from
21.8% in 1990 to 26.7% in 2010, and from 19.9% to 27.4% in the region. Likewise,
residents with limited English proficiency, most of whom speak Spanish, have increased
from 10% to 14.8%.
Figure A – Race/Ethnicity

Table 2 - Race/Ethnicity
White, Non-Hispanic
Black, Non-Hispanic
Hispanic

1990
2010

Asian or Pacific Islander,
Non-Hispanic
Native American, NonHispanic
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Disability

Across New Rochelle, 19.5% of residents reported a disability in 2010. The most
common type of disability was an ambulatory disability involving difficulty moving from
place to place. Persons with ambulatory disabilities, which affect 5.6% of New Rochelle
residents, often require housing with accessibility features. The next most common
disabilities are independent living and cognitive difficulties. This same pattern holds true
for the region in roughly the same proportions.
Figure B – Disability Type

Table 1 - Disability Type
4,500
4,000
3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0
Hearing
difficulty

Vision
difficulty

Cognitive
difficulty

Ambulatory
difficulty

Self-care
difficulty

Independent
living
difficulty

Families with Children

Families with children comprise about 47.6% of families in the City, up from 41.8% in
1990, although off from a peak of 49% in 2000. Family households in New Rochelle are
slightly more likely to have children than family households in the greater CBSA.
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Table 1 – Demographics
New Rochelle, NY (Jurisdiction)
Race/Ethnicity

#

New York-Newark-Jersey City (Region)

%

#

%

White, Non-Hispanic

36,269

47.72%

9,709,880

49.62%

Black, Non-Hispanic

13,851

18.22%

3,105,386

15.87%

Hispanic

21,279

28.00%

4,426,012

22.62%

3,161

4.16%

1,884,874

9.63%

94

0.12%

32,750

0.17%

1,116

1.47%

313,230

1.60%

240

0.32%

95,275

0.49%

Asian or Pacific
Islander, Non-Hispanic
Native American, NonHispanic
Two or More Races,
Non-Hispanic
Other, Non-Hispanic
National Origin

Country

#

%

#1 country of origin

Mexico

5,067

6.58%

#2 country of origin

Jamaica

1,418

1.84%

#3 country of origin

Peru

1,298

1.68%

#4 country of origin

Italy

1,291

#5 country of origin

Colombia

#6 country of origin

Country
Dominican
Republic
China excl.
Hong Kong &
Taiwan

#

%

551,085

2.82%

372,527

1.90%

Mexico

329,509

1.68%

1.68%

India

314,937

1.61%

1,219

1.58%

Jamaica

254,888

1.30%

Guatemala

848

1.10%

Ecuador

245,937

1.26%

#7 country of origin

Haiti

786

1.02%

Guyana

168,753

0.86%

#8 country of origin

India

643

0.83%

Colombia

168,375

0.86%

#9 country of origin

Brazil

556

0.72%

Haiti

159,931

0.82%

#10 country of origin

Ecuador

499

0.65%

Philippines

154,404

0.79%

Limited English
Proficiency (LEP)
Language

Language

#

#1 LEP Language

Spanish

8,710

11.87%

Spanish

1,675,204

8.56%

#2 LEP Language

Italian

703

0.96%

Chinese

364,299

1.86%

#3 LEP Language

Portuguese

648

0.88%

Russian

139,842

0.71%

#4 LEP Language

French

303

0.41%

Korean

93,503

0.48%

#5 LEP Language

French Creole

224

0.31%

Other Indic
Language

82,700

0.42%

#6 LEP Language

Chinese

195

0.27%

French Creole

81,366

0.42%

#7 LEP Language

Other Asian
Language

148

0.20%

72,819

0.37%

#8 LEP Language

Korean

141

0.19%

Polish

62,596

0.32%

#9 LEP Language

African

103

0.14%

Portuguese

52,430

0.27%

#10 LEP Language

Serbo-Croatian

90

0.12%

Arabic

49,339

0.25%

%
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Italian

#

%
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Disability Type

#

%

Hearing difficulty

1,940

2.69%

453,968

2.48%

Vision difficulty

1,375

1.90%

358,683

1.96%

Cognitive difficulty

2,310

3.20%

675,115

3.69%

Ambulatory difficulty

4,065

5.63%

1,085,872

5.93%

Self-care difficulty

1,566

2.17%

437,887

2.39%

Independent living
difficulty

2,833

3.92%

751,853

4.11%

Sex

#

%

#

%

#

%

Male

36,489

48.01%

9,433,635

48.21%

Female

39,521

51.99%

10,133,775

51.79%

%

#

Age

#

%

Under 18

17,318

22.78%

4,478,998

22.89%

18-64

47,185

62.08%

12,533,659

64.05%

65+

11,507

15.14%

2,554,753

13.06%

Family Type

#

Families with children

8,520

%
47.64%

#
2,158,097

%
45.77%

Note 1: All % represent a share of the total population within the jurisdiction or region, except family type, which is out of total
families.
Note 2: 10 most populous places of birth and languages at the jurisdiction level may not be the same as the 10 most populous at
the Region level, and are thus labeled separately.
Note 3: Data Sources: Decennial Census; ACS
Note 4: Refer to the Data Documentation for details (www.hudexchange.info).
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Table 2 - Demographic Trends
New Rochelle, NY (Jurisdiction)
1990
Race/Ethnicity

#

2000

New York-Newark-Jersey City (Region)
2010

1990

2000

2010

%

#

%

#

%

#

%

#

%

#

%

White, Non-Hispanic

46,040

68.55%

40,260

55.80%

36,948

47.95%

10,892,165

62.57%

10,281,332

54.27%

9,709,883

49.62%

Black, Non-Hispanic

11,779

17.54%

14,047

19.47%

14,611

18.96%

2,902,877

16.68%

3,316,662

17.51%

3,247,307

16.60%

7,233

10.77%

14,477

20.06%

21,452

27.84%

2,710,759

15.57%

3,623,636

19.13%

4,426,012

22.62%

1,892

2.82%

2,587

3.59%

3,553

4.61%

825,944

4.74%

1,464,179

7.73%

2,013,382

10.29%

62

0.09%

127

0.18%

141

0.18%

30,081

0.17%

60,493

0.32%

60,597

0.31%

14,651

21.80%

19,710

27.32%

20,595

26.73%

3,463,455

19.90%

4,898,628

25.86%

5,359,273

27.39%

6,694

9.96%

10,809

14.98%

11,399

14.79%

2,152,226

12.36%

2,903,416

15.33%

3,059,094

15.63%

Male

31,596

47.02%

34,133

47.31%

36,489

48.01%

8,308,075

47.73%

9,085,660

47.96%

9,433,635

48.21%

Female

35,607

52.98%

38,020

52.69%

39,521

51.99%

9,097,804

52.27%

9,858,898

52.04%

10,133,775

51.79%

Under 18

13,534

20.14%

17,601

24.39%

17,318

22.78%

4,009,417

23.03%

4,787,133

25.27%

4,478,998

22.89%

18-64

42,190

62.78%

43,277

59.98%

47,185

62.08%

11,125,675

63.92%

11,775,916

62.16%

12,533,659

64.05%

65+

11,479

17.08%

11,276

15.63%

11,507

15.14%

2,270,788

13.05%

2,381,509

12.57%

2,554,753

13.06%

6,980

40.72%

7,649

49.04%

8,520

47.64%

1,921,977

43.55%

1,871,546

48.09%

2,158,097

45.77%

Hispanic
Asian or Pacific
Islander, Non-Hispanic
Native American, NonHispanic
National Origin
Foreign-born
LEP
Limited English
Proficiency
Sex

Age

Family Type
Families with children

Note 1: All % represent a share of the total population within the jurisdiction or region for that year, except family type, which is out of total families.
Note 2: Data Sources: Decennial Census; ACS
Note 3: Refer to the Data Documentation for details (www.hudexchange.info).
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2. Describe the location of homeowners and renters in the jurisdiction and region, and
describe trends over time.
The homeownership rate in New Rochelle remained flat at around 50% between
2000 and 2015. Similarly, the areas of high homeownership and high renter
occupancy within the City have remained relatively unchanged in location.
Within the City, households in northern neighborhoods are more likely to own their
homes. The areas in Westchester County immediately surrounding the City follow the
same pattern – higher homeownership rates are generally higher near the northern
end of the City.
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Map A – Homeowners, 2000
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Map B – Homeowners, 2015
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B. General Issues
i. Segregation/Integration
1. Analysis
a. Describe and compare segregation levels in the jurisdiction and region. Identify the
racial/ethnic groups that experience the highest levels of segregation.
The dissimilarity index measures the degree to which two racial or ethnic groups are
evenly distributed across a geographic area and is commonly used for assessing
residential segregation between two racial or ethnic groups. Dissimilarity index values
between 0 and 39 generally indicate low segregation, values between 40 and 54
generally indicate moderate segregation, and values between 55 and 100 generally
indicate a high level of segregation.
Context is important in interpreting the dissimilarity index. The index does not indicate
spatial patterns of segregation, only the relative degree of segregation; and, for
populations that are small in absolute numbers, the dissimilarity index may be high
even if the group's members are evenly distributed throughout the area. Since White
residents are the largest group in New Rochelle, all other racial and ethnic groups
were compared to the White population as a baseline.
In 2010, the dissimilarity indices for all non-Whites in New Rochelle was at the lower
end of the “moderate” range. This means that non-Whites in the City are segregated
from Whites. Hispanics are driving this trend, with a dissimilarity index higher than all
other non-White groups. Asians are the least segregated with an index score less
than half the score for Hispanics. Overall in New Rochelle, the level of segregation of
racial and ethnic minorities corresponds to the group’s size. That is, groups with a
higher population are more segregated than low population groups.
The greater region is much more segregated than the City, with most non-White
groups scoring in the low- to mid-“high” range, and Asians scoring “moderate.” This is
due to a much larger non-White population in the region, however, as the proportion
of non-Whites in the City and region are roughly equivalent.
Table 3 – Racial/Ethnic Dissimilarity Trends
New Rochelle, NY
(Jurisdiction)
Racial/Ethnic
Dissimilarity Index

1990

2000

New York-Newark-Jersey City
(Region)

2010

1990

2000

2010

Non-White/White

42.06

41.14

42.48

65.97

63.53

59.51

Black/White

53.20

43.61

40.81

80.30

78.88

76.11

Hispanic/White

40.36

48.26

48.45

66.07

65.23

61.47

Asian or Pacific
Islander/White

17.22

18.60

20.68

47.63

50.39

50.70

Note 1: Data Sources: Decennial Census
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b. Explain how these segregation levels have changed over time (since 1990).
New Rochelle’s White population has decreased significantly over time, from 69% in
1990 to 48% in 2010. Over that same period, however, the segregation index for nonWhites in the City has roughly stayed the same. This means that, although the City
has become more racially and ethnically diverse, those new residents do not live
dispersed throughout the City.
The dissimilarity index has fluctuated differently over time for different groups in the
City and in the region. For Blacks, segregation decreased between 1990 and 2010.
By contrast, the dissimilarity index for Hispanics, the fastest growing group in the
City, has increased somewhat since 1990. This indicates that even though the
Hispanic population is growing, Hispanic residents are likely locating in areas where
Hispanics households already live.
The New York-Newark-Jersey City has diversified in ways similar to New Rochelle,
but every racial and ethnic group is more segregated in the CBSA than within the
City. Unlike the City, however, segregation in the region has decreased for the most
part. Even though non-White racial and ethnic groups have become more integrated
as they have grown, the region still remains much more segregated than New
Rochelle.
Table 3 – Racial/Ethnic Dissimilarity Trends
New Rochelle, NY
(Jurisdiction)
Racial/Ethnic
Dissimilarity Index

1990

2000

New York-Newark-Jersey City
(Region)

2010

1990

2000

2010

Non-White/White

42.06

41.14

42.48

65.97

63.53

59.51

Black/White

53.20

43.61

40.81

80.30

78.88

76.11

Hispanic/White

40.36

48.26

48.45

66.07

65.23

61.47

Asian or Pacific
Islander/White

17.22

18.60

20.68

47.63

50.39

50.70

Note 1: Data Sources: Decennial Census
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Map 2 – Race/Ethnicity Trends, 1990
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c. Identify areas in the jurisdiction and region with relatively high segregation and
integration by race/ethnicity, national origin, or LEP group, and indicate the
predominant groups living in each area.
Downtown and the neighborhoods west of Downtown, such as French Ridge, Feeny
Park, West End, and Sycamore Park are some of the most densely populated
neighborhoods in New Rochelle. They are also among the most segregated, with
block groups that are highly predominantly Black or Hispanic. The northern part of the
City (above Eastchester Road/Beechmont Drive) is predominantly White.
The same western/southwestern neighborhoods that are predominantly non-White
(census tracts 57 – 64) contain the vast majority of the City’s foreign-born population;
there are relatively few in the north. For the most part, these residents do not seem
well integrated but instead are clustered within their own ethnic groups.
Once again, the western/southwestern neighborhoods that are predominantly nonWhite and with high concentrations of foreign-born residents are also the same areas
where persons with limited English proficiency tend to live. Some nearby
neighborhoods, such as Rochelle Heights and Davenport, definitely have more
persons with limited English proficiency than the northern neighborhoods, but not in
the same high concentrations. Non-Spanish speakers tend to be dispersed
throughout these neighborhoods, likely due to the fact that there are much fewer of
them overall.
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Map 1 – Race/Ethnicity
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Map C – Predominant Racial/Ethnic Group, 2015
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Map 3 – National Origin
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Map D – Foreign Born Population, 2015
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Map 4 – Limited English Proficiency
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d. Consider and describe the location of owner and renter occupied housing in the
jurisdiction and region in determining whether such housing is located in segregated or
integrated areas, and describe trends.
As mentioned previously, the northern part of New Rochelle has a much higher
homeownership rate than the southern part. These neighborhoods with relatively
lower homeownership rates correspond very closely to neighborhoods with high nonWhite populations. These are also the most segregated neighborhoods in the City.
e. Discuss how patterns of segregation have changed over time (since 1990).
The City of New Rochelle grew steadily between 1990 and 2010, increasing in
population by almost 15%. Nearly two-thirds of this growth can be attributed to
foreign-born residents, a group that increased by 41% over that same time period. As
such, many neighborhoods with few non-White residents in 1990 have since become
more diverse.
However, the overall dissimilarity indices for all non-White groups has remained the
same since 1990. This means that although more neighborhoods have non-White
and foreign-born households than they did 20 years ago, those new households are
likely living in small clusters within larger census tracts.
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Map B – Homeowners, 2015
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Map E – Non-White Population, 2015
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f. Discuss whether there are any demographic trends, policies, or practices that could
lead to higher segregation in the jurisdiction in the future.
In its most recent plans and policy documents, the City has advocated a number of
initiatives – transit-oriented development, environmental sustainability, downtown
revitalization, inclusionary housing, and others – that would collectively increase and
concentrate new residential development, and rental development in particular, in
and around Downtown. These initiatives in and of themselves represent worthwhile
planning goals and significant potential benefits for the community. In all likelihood
they will also decrease the overall level of segregation in the City by introducing more
market-rate housing into the City’s lowest-income area. However, these policies will
not decrease segregation by assisting protected classes in accessing other parts of
the City, and may instead heighten the economic pressure for displacement already
being felt in New Rochelle. The City should continue to monitor measures of
segregation as conditions change and be open to modifying their policies and HUD
grant programs if necessary and feasible.
2. Additional Information
a. Beyond the HUD-provided data, provide additional relevant information, if any,
about segregation in the jurisdiction and region affecting groups with other protected
characteristics.
Currently, a substantial number of college students in New Rochelle live off-campus
in multi-bedroom, market-rate housing. All three colleges in the City (Iona College,
Monroe College, and The College of New Rochelle) are undergoing some level of
student housing construction. These new housing projects will theoretically relieve
pressure on the housing market and create new opportunities for lower-income
families with children to obtain affordable housing, which could potentially alter the
level of segregation throughout the community.
b. The program participant may also describe other information relevant to its
assessment of segregation, including activities such as place-based investments and
geographic mobility options for protected class groups.
Other factors considered

•

Community opposition: Although public opposition to affordable housing
development does occur in New Rochelle, according to local developers it has
not completely derailed many major projects. Opposition has caused some
developments to be modified in size or other characteristics, though, or to face
delays. In particular, community opposition can force a developer to comply with
stricter requirements for environmental studies, traffic and parking studies, etc.,
that increase the costs and time necessary for development.

•

Lack of private investments in specific neighborhoods: Most new housing
development in New Rochelle is taking place near the City’s most segregated
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area for of both practical and policy reasons. However, the City has also been
seeking opportunities to increase private development activity outside of this
area, such as leveraging HOME funds for new construction projects and passing
a new Senior Housing Overlay Zone in the northern half of the City.
•

Land use and zoning laws: New Rochelle’s zoning ordinance was reviewed for
potential impediments to housing choice and affordability as part of the AI in
2012 based on the following five topics raised in HUD’s Fair Housing Planning
Guide: the opportunity to develop various housing types; the opportunity to
develop alternative designs; minimum lot size requirements; dispersal
requirements and regulatory provisions for housing facilities for persons with
disabilities (i.e. group homes) in single family zoning districts; and, restrictions on
the number of unrelated persons in dwelling units. That analysis found no
significant barriers to fair housing in the ordinance. Since then, the introduction of
new elements such as the Downtown Overlay Zone and Single Family Senior
Citizen Overlay Zone have only increased.

•

Lending discrimination: From 2013 through 2015, lenders received 76,534
applications for mortgages in the City. Over 62% of those were from White
applicants, while 21.8% were from all other applicants whose race or ethnicity
was known. Other than a general statement that non-Whites are
underrepresenting in lending data, no strong statistical evidence for
discrimination could be drawn from mortgage application information.
Anecdotally, foreclosure has become an increasing problem over the past 10
years, especially for households with limited knowledge about the mortgage
process, such as those with limited English proficiency.

3. Contributing Factors of Segregation

Consider the listed factors and any other factors affecting the jurisdiction and region. Identify
factors that significantly create, contribute to, perpetuate, or increase the severity of segregation.

 Displacement of residents due to economic pressures
 Location and type of affordable housing
 Loss of affordable housing
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ii. Racially or Ethnically Concentrated Areas of Poverty (R/ECAPs)
1. Analysis
a. Identify any R/ECAPs or groupings of R/ECAP tracts within the jurisdiction and
region.
There are no R/ECAPs in New Rochelle as identified by HUD’s AFFH data and
mapping tool. According to HUD’s “AFFH Data Documentation” report, the
racial/ethnic concentration threshold for rural areas can be reduced from 50% to
20%. In 2015, 36.2% and 28.3% of New Rochelle’s population were non-White and
Hispanic, respectively, and 11.1% were below the poverty level. Given this fact, even
the lower threshold of 20% may not pinpoint any meaningful concentrations of
poverty in the City.
Instead, this analysis will consider block groups in which 36% of residents or more
are non-White OR 28% or more are Hispanic (the citywide rates for those races and
ethnicities), and in which 51% or more are classified as low- and moderate-income by
HUD. Under this definition there are 21 block groups (within tracts 57.01, 57.02, 58,
59.01, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, and 65) that qualify as “concentration areas” roughly
comprised of the Downtown, West End, Residence Park, East End, Rochelle Heights,
and Fifth Avenue District neighborhoods.
Westchester County only has three R/ECAP areas – in the City of Yonkers, near New
York Medical College, and near Bedford Hills Correctional Facility – that fit HUD’s
standard definition. The Bronx neighborhood of New York City, just to the south of
Westchester, has quite a large number of R/ECAP census tracts.
b. Which protected classes disproportionately reside in R/ECAPs compared to the
jurisdiction and region?
Hispanics are the largest racial/ethnic group in the “concentration area,” representing
over 43% of residents, compared to 28% in the City at large in 2015. Likewise, Blacks
are 25% of the “concentration area” population, compared to 18% in the City.
As previously discussed, the predominant racial or ethnic groups in most of these
neighborhoods is Hispanic or Black. This area is also where the highest
concentration of foreign born and most of the persons with limited English proficiency
in the City live. The share of families with children is only slightly higher in the
“concentration area” than the City overall (50.2% vs 44.4%).
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Table 4 – “Concentration Area” Demographics
New Rochelle, NY (Jurisdiction)
Race/Ethnicity

#

%

Total Population in R/ECAPs

33,403

-

White

17,482

52.34%

Black

8,335

24.95%

14,374

43.03%

1,315

3.94%

36

0.11%

Other

5,015

15.01%

Family Type

#

%

Total Families in R/ECAPs

7,971

-

Families with children

4,005

50.24%

Hispanic
Asian
Native American

Note 1: Data Sources: ACS 2011-2015
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Map F – “Concentration Areas,” 2015
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Map G – Median Gross Rent, 2015
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c. Describe how R/ECAPs have changed over time in the jurisdiction and the region
(since 1990).
Between 2000 and 2015, New Rochelle’s “concentration area” has grown both in
terms of population and racial and ethnic diversity. The highest rates of growth
occurred among Hispanics (48%) and those racially identifying as “Other” (91%).
Blacks also grew by 28%, and Asians by 62%, although the Asian population is one
of the smallest racial groups. Whites were the only group that grew at a rate lower
than the overall growth rate for the area, with the exception of the very small (and
therefore statistically unreliable) Native American group.
Table 4a – “Concentration Area” Demographic Trend
New Rochelle, NY (Jurisdiction)
Race/Ethnicity

2000

2015

Total Population in R/ECAPs

26,603

33,403

25.56%

White

15,440

17,482

13.23%

Black

6,513

8,335

27.97%

Hispanic

9,716

14,374

47.94%

Asian

813

1,315

61.75%

Native American

134

36

-73.13%

2,631

5,015

90.61%

Other

% Change

Note 1: Data Sources: 2000 Census; ACS 2011-2015

2. Additional Information
a. Beyond the HUD-provided data, provide additional relevant information, if any,
about R/ECAPs in the jurisdiction and region affecting groups with other protected
characteristics.
There is no local information regarding R/ECAPs or locally defined “concentration
areas” affecting other protected classes available.
b. The program participant may also describe other information relevant to its
assessment of R/ECAPs, including activities such as place-based investments and
geographic mobility options for protected class groups.
The location and availability of affordable housing is a major influence citywide. When
considering median gross rent, the rental housing in the “concentration area” is
neither particularly expensive nor affordable, even though differences in housing type
may make it much more available than in northern neighborhoods. However, the
southern area is a major focus of investment for the City. The recent comprehensive
plan, downtown overlay zone, Traffic Circulation and Gateway to the City Project,
GreeNR sustainability plan, and other policies all seek to increase the development
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occurring in and around Downtown, including affordable housing development. The
culmination of this place-based investment is anticipated to increase the affordability
and livability of New Rochelle’s central core neighborhoods.
Other factors considered

•

Community opposition: Although public opposition to affordable housing
development does occur in New Rochelle, according to local developers it has
not completely derailed many major projects. Opposition has caused some
developments to be modified in size or other characteristics, though, or to face
delays. In particular, community opposition can force a developer to comply
with stricter requirements for environmental studies, traffic and parking studies,
etc., that increase the costs and time necessary for development.

•

Deteriorated and abandoned properties: According to City staff, there are not a
large number of deteriorated and abandoned properties in New Rochelle, nor
is there a concentration of these properties that might constitute a blighted
area.

•

Lack of private investments in specific neighborhoods: Most new housing
development in New Rochelle is taking place in and around the City’s
“concentration area” for of both practical and policy reasons. However, the City
has also been seeking opportunities to increase private development activity
outside the “concentration area,” such as leveraging HOME funds for new
construction projects and passing a new Senior Housing Overlay Zone in the
northern half of the City.

•

Land use and zoning laws: New Rochelle’s zoning ordinance was reviewed for
potential impediments to housing choice and affordability as part of the AI in
2012 based on the following five topics raised in HUD’s Fair Housing Planning
Guide: the opportunity to develop various housing types; the opportunity to
develop alternative designs; minimum lot size requirements; dispersal
requirements and regulatory provisions for housing facilities for persons with
disabilities (i.e. group homes) in single family zoning districts; and, restrictions
on the number of unrelated persons in dwelling units. That analysis found no
significant barriers to fair housing in the ordinance. Since then, the introduction
of new elements such as the Downtown Overlay Zone and Single Family
Senior Citizen Overlay Zone have only increased.

3. Contributing Factors of R/ECAPs

Consider the listed factors and any other factors affecting the jurisdiction and region. Identify
factors that significantly create, contribute to, perpetuate, or increase the severity of R/ECAPs.

 Displacement of residents due to economic pressures
 Location and type of affordable housing
 Loss of affordable housing
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iii. Disparities in Access to Opportunity
1. Analysis
Table 12 - Opportunity Indicators, by Race/Ethnicity
New Rochelle, NY (Jurisdiction)

Low Poverty
Index

Low Transportation
Cost Index

Jobs Proximity
Index

Environmental
Health Index

89.52
93.10
94.44

89.35
94.10
95.39

55.43
58.33
58.28

19.09
15.92
14.52

68.11

91.48

91.83

59.17

16.41

73.11

56.07

94.07

95.28

52.57

14.39

52.10
48.59
38.67

71.75
74.52
72.69

63.47
51.56
50.01

93.62
93.73
94.89

93.96
94.71
95.87

55.64
55.43
58.33

15.74
16.50
14.02

39.59

73.74

67.94

93.44

94.78

67.78

9.79

46.00

69.00

65.00

96.00

96.00

53.46

15.00

Low Poverty
Index

School Proficiency
Index

Labor Market
Index

Low Transportation
Cost Index

Jobs Proximity
Index

Environmental
Health Index

71.75
38.33
38.50

62.34
32.34
38.90

69.95
38.93
43.21

83.93
94.39
93.47

82.95
91.75
91.90

53.85
40.26
46.61

40.06
17.63
19.68

58.01

62.28

63.19

92.46

90.07

54.04

21.04

46.68

44.50

47.31

89.57

88.67

46.29

25.08

48.87
23.31
23.65

53.38
25.95
30.68

55.97
28.72
32.73

89.44
96.10
96.00

87.43
93.92
94.50

54.77
39.13
43.71

29.40
13.61
13.32

38.44

55.09

50.42

96.30

94.11

51.77

11.04

26.07

36.28

35.83

94.87

93.67

45.18

15.72

Total Population
White, Non-Hispanic
Black, Non-Hispanic
Hispanic
Asian or Pacific Islander, NonHispanic
Native American, Non-Hispanic
Population below federal poverty line
White, Non-Hispanic
Black, Non-Hispanic
Hispanic
Asian or Pacific Islander, NonHispanic
Native American, Non-Hispanic
New York-Newark-Jersey City
(Region)

Total Population
White, Non-Hispanic
Black, Non-Hispanic
Hispanic
Asian or Pacific Islander, NonHispanic
Native American, Non-Hispanic
Population below federal poverty line
White, Non-Hispanic
Black, Non-Hispanic
Hispanic
Asian or Pacific Islander, NonHispanic
Native American, Non-Hispanic

School Proficiency
Index

Labor Market
Index

67.55
52.86
44.51

71.43
73.34
72.73

76.26
58.17
52.75

58.93

72.08

45.85

Transit
Index

Transit
Index

Note 1: Data Sources: Decennial Census; ACS; Great Schools; Common Core of Data; SABINS; LAI; LEHD; NATA
Note 2: Refer to the Data Documentation for details (www.hudexchange.info).
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a. Education
i. Describe any disparities in access to proficient schools based on race/ethnicity, national
origin, and family status.

The range of School Proficiency Index scores in New Rochelle is relatively small,
meaning that no particular protected class has excessively better or worse access
to good performing schools. Based on the raw index scores, the racial and ethnic
groups measured in New Rochelle all have roughly the same access to proficient
schools.
The same cannot be said for the region, however. Not only are School Proficiency
Index scores universally lower, there is a significant difference between
racial/ethnic groups. In the region, White and Asian residents have nearly twice the
access to proficient schools as Black residents, as measured by this index.
ii. Describe the relationship between the residency patterns of racial/ethnic, national origin,
and family status groups and their proximity to proficient schools.

The geographic distribution of proficient schools is relatively uniform throughout
New Rochelle. There is a band of block groups, roughly centered along Lincoln
Avenue, that have marginally higher scores (less than 10 points) than most of the
City. These neighborhoods are also the location of the City’s highest concentration
of non-White, foreign born, and populations with limited English proficiency. There
is also a small pocket of two census tracts at the northern end of the City with
index scores in high 80s, at least 10 points higher than the rest of the City.
More significantly, the areas in Westchester County adjacent to New Rochelle
have noticeably higher School Proficiency Index scores than the neighborhoods
within the City. In contrast, the nearby City of Yonkers has scores that are
universally much lower than New Rochelle’s.
iii. Describe how school-related policies, such as school enrollment policies, affect a student’s
ability to attend a proficient school. Which protected class groups are least successful in
accessing proficient schools?

The New Rochelle Public School District is coterminous with the City and contains
seven elementary schools, two middle schools, and one high school. Enrollment in
elementary schools is based on residency. However, this does not seem to
adversely impact any particular protected class.
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Map 7 – School Proficiency Index
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b. Employment
i. Describe any disparities in access to jobs and labor markets by protected class groups.

Whites in New Rochelle have the highest Labor Market Engagement Index score,
24 points higher than Hispanics and 18 higher than Blacks at the bottom of the
range. The Labor Market Engagement Index measures unemployment, labor force
participation, and educational attainment. The lower scores of Hispanics and
Blacks imply that fewer members of these groups are actively employed than
others.
For the Jobs Proximity Index, on the other hand, the range of scores is much
narrower for residents both above and below the poverty line, with Whites this time
at the lower end. This means that White residents generally have to travel farther
to reach their jobs, though not by much.
Scores in the region are again lower than those in the City, particularly for the
Labor Market Index. There is also a greater discrepancy in this index, with a 30
point difference separating Whites and Blacks.
ii. How does a person’s place of residence affect their ability to obtain a job?

Labor Market Engagement is lowest in the Downtown, West End, Feeney Park,
and French Ridge neighborhoods (census tracts 62-64). As mentioned previously,
this area has a high concentration of non-Whites and is partially within the City’s
“concentration area.”
Job Proximity Index scores are more geographically irregular, with relatively high
scoring and low scoring block groups intermingled. There does not appear to be
any overall pattern to job proximity in New Rochelle, or even in the nearby parts of
Westchester County.
iii. Which racial/ethnic, national origin, or family status groups are least successful in
accessing employment?

Because the City has adequate transit access to some of the country’s densest job
centers, no one protected class group faces a particular barrier to accessing
employment. The City has a number of programs that seek to increase access to
employment opportunities for low-income workers. They are operated by the
following sectors of City government.
Industrial Development Agency
The mission of the New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency (IDA) is to
provide business support through financial assistance and tax incentives to eligible
projects in order to promote economic vitality and prosperity, as well as
recreational opportunities for the entire New Rochelle community. The purpose of
the IDA is to serve as an economic development tool – often in conjunction with
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other financing and economic development programs – to provide support to
projects for industrial, commercial, research, qualified retail, rental residential,
educational, health-related, tourism, and other businesses in order to offer
economic incentives to New Rochelle businesses. It furthermore seeks to stimulate
desirable economic development in the City in order to create and retain quality
employment opportunities and to strengthen the local tax base.
Business Improvement District
Downtown is represented by the New Rochelle Downtown Business Improvement
District (BID), a non-profit association of over 800 business and property owners
whose prime goal is economic development, new business, and new investment.
As part of its mission, the BID is also devoted to assuring clean and safe streets,
adequate parking, and exciting downtown activities and events. The BID is also a
strong advocate for enhanced downtown technology and provides a free WiFi
network encompassing more than twenty blocks in the center of Downtown and at
the New Rochelle Train Station.
Business Ambassador
New Rochelle employs a Business Ambassador to provide assistance and direct
communication between the City and business owners. The Business Ambassador
fields concerns and issues of business owners and, when possible, provides
assistance in resolving these concerns or directing owners to local and state
agencies and organizations that can offer business assistance. This may range
from providing information about grant or loan programs, or bringing issues to
other City departments for resolution.
According to the Business Ambassador, women and young minorities are the vast
majority of those seeking assistance from the City. Anecdotally, the greatest
barriers they face to starting their own business are securing financing and
developing a basic idea into a concrete, viable business plan.
Job Training
The City is in the process of establishing a First Source Referral Center program,
led by Westhab, to connect unemployed or underemployed New Rochelle
residents with local employers. The program will partner with local community
organizations and leaders to conduct outreach and accept referrals from various
sources, provide training and support for customers to prepare them for
employment, and refer them as candidates for open positions. Westhab will work
with their customers from the time of their referral through employment and remain
a resource after employment is obtained.
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Map 8 – Job Proximity Index
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Map 9 – Labor Market Engagement Index
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c. Transportation
i. Describe any disparities in access to transportation based on place of residence, cost, or
other transportation related factors.

The Low Transportation Cost Index measures the cost of transport and proximity to
public transportation by neighborhood. The Transit Trips Index measures how
often low-income families in a neighborhood use public transportation.
Both of these indices are relatively uniform throughout the City and very similar to
each other. All areas in New Rochelle, and indeed the entire region, score very
highly on these measures. This is not surprising given the density and ubiquitous
coverage of trains and local buses in this part of the country.
All of this means that most New Rochelle residents, including low-income
households, have affordable public transit options available to them. In addition,
City residents have about the same level of access to transit as those living in the
greater New York area.
ii. Which racial/ethnic, national origin or family status groups are most affected by the lack
of a reliable, affordable transportation connection between their place of residence and
opportunities?

For New Rochelle, the two transportation indices are very similar to each other.
Both are essentially in the 90’s for all racial groups; the range of scores is only six
points. Whites score the lowest and Blacks and Hispanics the highest in both; the
scores for the City are comparable to the region.
Overall, the availability of reliable, affordable transit is important to all low-income
households, regardless of protected class, who rely on it to access jobs, education,
and community facilities.
iii. Describe how the jurisdiction’s and region’s policies, such as public transportation routes
or transportation systems designed for use personal vehicles, affect the ability of protected
class groups to access transportation.

Despite the high scores across the board on the Low Transportation Cost Index
and Transit Trips Index, stakeholders indicated that access to transportation is still
one of the largest influences on fair housing in New Rochelle. This is related to
easily accessing the employment options available to low-income workers in a
reasonable amount of time, and also the fact that reaching some community
services, such as those located in White Plains, can require a very lengthy trip.
The City has recognized the importance of transit and has placed an emphasis on
walkability and transit-oriented development. Most recent new development has
been directed toward areas with access to the New Rochelle Transit Center. The
following list includes the City’s plans and policies to improve transit access:
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•

GreeNR, 2010

•

Complete Streets Policy, 2012

•

Transit Oriented Development Smart Growth Study, 2014

•

Traffic Circulation and Gateway to the City Project, 2014

•

Downtown Overlay Zone & Zoning Map Amendments, 2015

•

EnvisioNR New Rochelle Comprehensive Plan, 2016
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Map 10 –Transit Trips Index
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Map 11 – Low Transportation Cost Index
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d. Access to Low Poverty Neighborhoods
i. Describe any disparities in exposure to poverty by protected class groups.

Whites have the highest score on the Low Poverty Index, which is inversely related
to the poverty in a given neighborhood. Hispanics have lower scores, with a 23point difference between Hispanics and Whites. Blacks have a score that is in
between, but closer to the lower end. This means that Black and especially
Hispanic residents tend to live in neighborhoods with higher rates of poverty than
other racial groups.
ii. What role does a person’s place of residence play in their exposure to poverty?

The lowest exposure to poverty (i.e. a high index score) is in the northern part of
the City. The greatest exposure to poverty is in the southwestern section of the
City (tracts 61-63), which includes the Downtown, French Ridge, Feeny Park, West
End, and Sycamore Park neighborhoods. Living in these areas, which are
predominantly Hispanic or Black, result in higher exposure to poverty.
There is a significant difference in exposure to poverty between neighborhoods in
New Rochelle and those in the region. The index score for Whites in the region is
higher, while the score for other groups is lower (except for Asians, which is the
same). This outcome is likely heavily affected by the density of higher poverty
tracts in New York City, particularly in the Bronx.
iii. Which racial/ethnic, national origin or family status groups are most affected by these
poverty indicators?

As previously mentioned, Hispanic and Black residents are the most affected by
neighborhood poverty. New Rochelle’s “concentration area” includes the census
tracts most affected by poverty. The areas with low exposure to poverty also have
fewer foreign-born residents than the rest of the City.
iv. Describe how the jurisdiction’s and region’s policies affect the ability of protected class
groups to access low poverty areas.

The City of New Rochelle operates its own Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher
(HCV) program separate from the New Rochelle Municipal Housing Authority
(NRMHA). The program has 1,165 allocated vouchers with approximately 900
associated with an occupied unit. The last time the waiting list was open was July
2016; more than 4,000 households applied. Although it can be difficult for residents
with a voucher to find suitable housing, this program is vital to providing lowincome households access to lower-poverty neighborhoods.
Westchester County prohibits housing discrimination based on source of income,
which can be a powerful tool for expanding the utility of HCVs. However, this
protection is set to expire at the end of 2018.
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Map 12 – Low Poverty Index
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e. Access to Environmentally Healthy Neighborhoods
i. Describe any disparities in access to environmentally healthy neighborhoods by protected
class groups.

The Environmental Health Index measures exposure based on EPA estimates of
air quality, carcinogenic, respiratory, and neurological toxins by neighborhood. It is
the lowest scoring index for the City by a wide margin, but the scores for individual
racial and ethnic groups are relatively close to each other. This means that
although the entire City has relatively high exposure to toxins harmful to human
health when compared to the nation, no one group seems to be disproportionately
affected by environmental issues.
The region, on the other hand, has scores that are very slightly higher overall, but
much higher for White residents. This is likely because the scores for this index
improve at the more suburban fringes of the CBSA, which are more predominantly
White than the central urban core.
ii. Which racial/ethnic, national origin or family status groups have the least access to
environmentally healthy neighborhoods?

Neighborhoods within the City all received relatively similar scores, meaning no
one protected class has less access to healthy neighborhoods. Results in the
region, however, are more mixed. New York City has the worst scores in the
region, but they dramatically improve for places further away. For example,
northern Westchester County has noticeable higher scores on the Environmental
Health Index than southern Westchester.
The City is committed to protecting the environment for the benefit of all residents.
Sustainability principles have been incorporated into many of its policies and active
planning endeavors, such as the EnvisioNR New Rochelle Comprehensive Plan,
Complete Streets Policy, Transit Oriented Development Smart Growth Study, and
Traffic Circulation and Gateway to the City Project.
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Map 13 – Environmental Health Index
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f. Patterns in Disparities in Access to Opportunity
i. Identify and discuss any overarching patterns of access to opportunity and exposure to
adverse community factors based on race/ethnicity, national origin or familial status.
Identify areas that experience an aggregate of poor access to opportunity and high
exposure to adverse factors. Include how these patterns compare to patterns of segregation
and R/ECAPs.

There is not a significant disparity among racial/ethnic groups for most of the
opportunity indices in New Rochelle. The School Proficiency, Transit Trips, Low
Transportation Costs, and Environmental Health Indices, to be specific, are
generally consistent overall. The two indices where there is a meaningful
difference are Labor Market Engagement and Low Poverty. For these measures,
White residents fare better, and Hispanic residents generally fare the worst.
Patterns in access to opportunity are consistent with earlier findings that Hispanic
and Black residents are more segregated and that Hispanics are the largest
racial/ethnic group in the City’s “concentration area.” As previously mentioned,
Hispanic residents are driving the trends.
When comparing New Rochelle to the region, the City for the most part
experiences less disparity between racial/ethnic groups. The City also has better
access to opportunity in general, with the exception of environmental health.
For the indices of opportunity that display a geographic variance, the southwestern
neighborhoods of New Rochelle (roughly Downtown, West End, Feeney Park, and
French Ridge) have the lowest scores, while the northern half of the City has the
highest scores. This lower scoring area coincides with the location of the City’s
“concentration area.”
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2. Additional Information
a. Beyond the HUD-provided data, provide additional relevant information, if any,
about disparities in access to opportunity in the jurisdiction and region affecting groups
with other protected characteristics.
According to local stakeholders, New Rochelle residents face unfair competition
from non-resident Housing Choice Voucher holders because of higher fair market
rent payment standards elsewhere in Westchester County. In other words, if a
voucher holder from another, more expensive community in Westchester ports into
New Rochelle, they are often able to attain housing more easily because their
assistance amount is greater. This limits the ability of New Rochelle voucher holders
to find housing in areas of higher opportunity.
The City’s Hispanic and immigrant communities tend to rely more heavily on informal
support networks and alternative access to government services, such as a
Spanish-speaking City employee with whom they are comfortable interacting but
who may not be the official channel for a given program or service. This places
these residents one step more removed from accessing assistance than others
groups.
b. The program participant may also describe other information relevant to its
assessment of disparities in access to opportunity, including any activities aimed at
improving access to opportunities for areas that may lack such access, or in promoting
access to opportunity (e.g., proficient schools, employment opportunities, and
transportation).
New Rochelle’s zoning ordinance requires that any residential development in the
City make 10% of its units affordable to those earning at least 80% of the area’s
median income. In the new Downtown Overlay Zone, developers can receive a
density bonus for increasing the affordability level to 60% of AMI. Since it is a formbased code, the DOZ also allows for a much greater diversity of uses, potentially
allowing for residential uses in a project that might not have been otherwise
proposed as mixed-use.
The DOZ also contains a Fair Share Mitigation Fund to be used for transit
improvements (e.g. trolley, free shuttle circulator, etc.). These free, local options
would greatly increase mobility options from the senior centers to medical facilities,
the waterfront, downtown amenities, and so on.
The New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency is currently working on an
adjustment to its Uniform Tax Exemption Policy and a rezoning to allow for the
development of live-work space for artists. This would expand housing opportunities
by allowing the conversion of former commercial sites.
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Other factors considered

•

Availability, type, frequency, and reliability of public transportation: With a
combination of local bus and commuter train service easily accessible from
Downtown, all New Rochelle residents have reasonable and convenient access
to transportation for daily needs.

•

Lack of private investments in specific neighborhoods: Most new housing
development in New Rochelle is taking place in and around Downtown because
of both practical and policy reasons. However, the City has also been seeking
opportunities to increase private development activity in higher opportunity areas,
such as leveraging HOME funds for new construction projects and passing a new
Senior Housing Overlay Zone in the northern half of the City.

•

Lending discrimination: From 2013 through 2015, lenders received 76,534
applications for mortgages in the City. Over 62% of those were from White
applicants, while 21.8% were from all other applicants whose race or ethnicity
was known. Other than a general statement that non-Whites are underrepresented in lending data, no strong statistical evidence for discrimination
could be drawn from mortgage application information. Anecdotally, foreclosure
has become an increasing problem over the past 10 years, especially for
households with limited knowledge about the mortgage process, such as those
with limited English proficiency.

3. Contributing Factors of Disparities in Access to Opportunity
Consider the listed factors and any other factors affecting the jurisdiction and region. Identify
factors that significantly create, contribute to, perpetuate, or increase the severity of disparities in
access to opportunity.

 Lack of access to opportunity due to high housing costs
 Location of employers
 Private discrimination
 Source of income discrimination
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iv. Disproportionate Housing Needs
1. Analysis
a. Which groups (by race/ethnicity and familial status) experience higher rates of
housing problems (cost burden, overcrowding, or substandard housing) when
compared to other groups for the jurisdiction and region? Which groups also
experience higher rates of severe housing cost burdens when compared to other
groups?
Hispanic households experience housing problems at the highest rate in both New
Rochelle and the region, followed by Blacks and then Whites (the results for Native
American and Other households are not statistically significant since they account for
such a small percentage of the population). The difference in the rates of housing
problems between the highest racial group (Hispanics) and lowest (Asian) is
immense – 41 percentage points. Both White and Asian households, in fact,
experience problems at a slightly lower rate than the City overall.
The various racial and ethnic groups in the region regress closer toward the mean –
the rates of housing problems for White and Black households is comparable to the
City, the rate for Hispanics is lower, and the rate for Asians is higher. Altogether,
there is not nearly the range of rates of housing problems in the CBSA compared to
the City.
All of these racial/ethnic trends are roughly comparable for households experiencing
severe housing problems, too, although since severe housing problems are less
common, they present to a much lesser degree.
Small families with fewer than five members are less likely to have housing problems
than large families and non-families, with a rate of problems 25 percentage points
lower than large families within the City.
When considering severe cost burden (paying more than 50% of household income
on housing costs) alone, Hispanics once again experience the highest rate and
Asians the lowest. The pattern is similar, with Whites and Asians below the citywide
rate of severe cost burden and a substantial 27 point range.
Small families are again less likely than any other household type to be severely cost
burdened. However, an important variation is that non-families in this case
experience severe cost burden the most. This implies that, although more large
families struggle to pay their housing costs, the problem for non-family households is
more acute.
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Table 9 - Demographics of Households with Disproportionate Housing Needs
Disproportionate Housing Needs
Households experiencing any of 4
housing problems*
Race/Ethnicity

New Rochelle, NY (Jurisdiction)
# with
problems

#
households

% with
problems

White, Non-Hispanic

6,850

15,705

43.62%

Black, Non-Hispanic

2,710

5,115

Hispanic
Asian or Pacific Islander, NonHispanic
Native American, Non-Hispanic

4,275

6,000

308

New York-Newark-Jersey City
(Region)
# with
problems

#
households

% with
problems

1,574,995

3,900,044

40.38%

52.98%

598,670

1,105,560

54.15%

71.25%

814,284

1,340,965

60.72%

1,037

29.70%

296,945

615,106

48.28%

20

59

33.90%

5,072

10,207

49.69%

100

304

32.89%

54,651

106,827

51.16%

14,250

28,200

50.53%

3,344,650

7,078,765

47.25%

Family households, <5 people

7,135

15,740

45.33%

1,640,865

3,899,835

42.08%

Family households, 5+ people

2,080

3,215

64.70%

482,200

799,401

60.32%

Non-family households

5,035

9,250

54.43%

1,221,570

2,379,460

51.34%

# with
problems

#
households

% with
problems

#
households

% with
problems

White, Non-Hispanic

3,520

15,705

22.41%

810,770

3,900,044

20.79%

Black, Non-Hispanic

1,470

5,115

28.74%

362,603

1,105,560

32.80%

Hispanic
Asian or Pacific Islander, NonHispanic
Native American, Non-Hispanic

2,870

6,000

47.83%

537,104

1,340,965

40.05%

164

1,037

15.81%

189,667

615,106

30.83%

0

59

0.00%

3,177

10,207

31.13%

60

304

19.74%

33,849

106,827

31.69%

8,080

28,200

28.65%

1,937,220

7,078,765

27.37%

Other, Non-Hispanic
Total
Household Type and Size

Households experiencing any of 4
Severe Housing Problems**
Race/Ethnicity

Other, Non-Hispanic
Total

# with
problems

Note 1: The four housing problems are: incomplete kitchen facilities, incomplete plumbing facilities, more than 1 person per room,
and cost burden greater than 30%. The four severe housing problems are: incomplete kitchen facilities, incomplete plumbing
facilities, more than 1 person per room, and cost burden greater than 50%.
Note 2: All % represent a share of the total population within the jurisdiction or region, except household type and size, which is out
of total households.
Note 3: Data Sources: CHAS
Note 4: Refer to the Data Documentation for details (www.hudexchange.info).
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Table 10 - Demographics of Households with Severe Housing Cost Burden
Households with Severe
Housing Cost Burden*

New Rochelle, NY (Jurisdiction)

New York-Newark-Jersey City
(Region)

# with
severe cost
burden

#
households

% with
severe cost
burden

# with
severe cost
burden

#
households

% with
severe cost
burden

White, Non-Hispanic

3,300

15,705

21.01%

734,505

3,900,044

18.83%

Black, Non-Hispanic

1,300

5,115

25.42%

296,964

1,105,560

26.86%

Hispanic
Asian or Pacific Islander,
Non-Hispanic
Native American, NonHispanic
Other, Non-Hispanic

2,175

6,000

36.25%

394,955

1,340,965

29.45%

95

1,037

9.16%

137,734

615,106

22.39%

0

59

0.00%

2,883

10,207

28.25%

50

304

16.45%

27,529

106,827

25.77%

Total

6,920

28,200

24.54%

1,594,570

7,078,765

22.53%

3,468

15,740

22.03%

766,721

3,899,835

19.66%

835

3,215

25.97%

163,106

799,401

20.40%

2,620

9,250

28.32%

664,736

2,379,460

27.94%

Race/Ethnicity

Household Type and Size
Family households, <5
people
Family households, 5+
people
Non-family households

Note 1: Severe housing cost burden is defined as greater than 50% of income.
Note 2: All % represent a share of the total population within the jurisdiction or region, except household type and size, which is
out of total households.
Note 3: The # households is the denominator for the % with problems, and may differ from the # households for the table on
severe housing problems.
Note 4: Data Sources: CHAS
Note 5: Refer to the Data Documentation for details (www.hudexchange.info).

b. Which areas in the jurisdiction and region experience the greatest housing burdens?
Which of these areas align with segregated areas, integrated areas, or R/ECAPs and
what are the predominant race/ethnicity or national origin groups in such areas?
Southwestern New Rochelle experiences the highest rates of housing problems,
particularly census tracts 62 and 63. These tracts are predominantly Hispanic White
with a high concentration of residents from Mexico. Tract 59.01 also as a high degree
of both housing problems and foreign-born. All three are within or partially within the
City’s “concentration area.”
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Map 6a – Housing Problems and Race/Ethnicity
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Map 6b – Housing Problems and National Origin
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c. Compare the needs of families with children for housing units with two, and three or
more bedrooms with the available existing housing stock in each category of publicly
supported housing.
Large families comprise about 11.4% of the households accounted for in Table 9, and
about 14.6% of households with problems. Even given their small relative numbers,
nearly 65% of large families in New Rochelle, or roughly 2,080 households,
experience at least one housing problem.
Households with children are more than one-third of those with a Housing Choice
Voucher, and almost 15% of those in public housing. Even so, there are more large
family households with housing problems in the community than those currently
receiving public assistance. This illustrates a greater need among families with
children than the City or the Municipal Housing Authority can address.
Table 11 - Publicly Supported Housing by Program Category: Units by Number of Bedrooms
and Number of Children

Housing Type

Households in 0-1
Bedroom Units
#
%

Public Housing

219

Project-Based Section 8
Other Multifamily
HCV Program

New Rochelle, NY (Jurisdiction)
Households in 2 Households in 3+
Bedroom Units
Bedroom Units
#
%
#
%

Households
with Children
#
%

72.52%

17

5.63%

57

18.87%

45

14.90%

641

85.70%

88

11.76%

13

1.74%

32

4.28%

66

100.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

700

48.58%

502

34.84%

217

15.06%

537

37.27%

Note 1: Data Sources: APSH
Note 2: Refer to the Data Documentation for details (www.hudexchange.info).
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d. Describe the differences in rates of renter and owner occupied housing by
race/ethnicity in the jurisdiction and region.
Black, Asian, and Hispanic households in New Rochelle have lower homeownership
rates than White households, with the rate of Hispanic homeownership more than 2.5
times lower. White households are the most likely to own their homes, even more
than all City residents combined.
The trend in the greater region is similar, with Hispanics still having the lowest
homeownership rate, followed by Blacks, then Asians. Except for Black households,
the ownership rates are higher for all racial/ethnic groups compared to the City,
however.
Table A - Rate of Owner-occupied Housing by Race/Ethnicity
New Rochelle, NY (Jurisdiction)
Total
Households
Owner occupied
Renter occupied
Ownership rate

28,037
14,404
13,633
51.37%

White

19,037
11,254
7,783
59.12%

Black

5,368
2025
3434
37.72%

Hispanic

5,086
1133
3,953
22.28%

Asian

1,023
503
520
49.17%

New York-Newark-Bridgeport, NY-NJ-CT-PA CSA*
Households
Owner occupied
Renter occupied
Ownership rate

7,979,972
4,421,293
3,558,679
55.40%

5,311,590 1,289,221
3,476,415
437,843
1,835,175
851,378
65.45%
33.96%

1,376,324
386,312
990,012
28.07%

615,190
315,976
299,214
51.36%

Note 1: Data Sources: 2006-2010 ACS
* Note that this is a different region than the one used in other tables throughout the AFH
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2. Additional Information
a. Beyond the HUD-provided data, provide additional relevant information, if any,
about disproportionate housing needs in the jurisdiction and region affecting groups
with other protected characteristics.
Given that persons with disabilities are discussed in Part D of this section, there is no
known additional information regarding the disproportionate housing needs of other
protected classes.
b. The program participant may also describe other information relevant to its
assessment of disproportionate housing needs. For PHAs, such information may include
a PHA’s overriding housing needs analysis.
The City’s HCV program has 5,500 applicants on the waiting list as of April, 2017. Of
the New Rochelle residents on the list, 260 are Black,106 are White, and 28 are
either Native American, Asian, or Pacific Islander. The fact that more than twice as
many New Rochelle applicants are Black than White indicates a disproportionate
need for affordable housing among Black residents.
Other factors considered

•

Land use and zoning laws: New Rochelle’s zoning ordinance was reviewed for
potential impediments to housing choice and affordability as part of the AI in
2012 based on the following five topics raised in HUD’s Fair Housing Planning
Guide: the opportunity to develop various housing types; the opportunity to
develop alternative designs; minimum lot size requirements; dispersal
requirements and regulatory provisions for housing facilities for persons with
disabilities (i.e. group homes) in single family zoning districts; and, restrictions
on the number of unrelated persons in dwelling units. That analysis found no
significant barriers to fair housing in the ordinance. Since then, the introduction
of new elements such as the Downtown Overlay Zone and Single Family
Senior Citizen Overlay Zone have only increased.

•

Lending discrimination: From 2013 through 2015, lenders received 76,534
applications for mortgages in the City. Over 62% of those were from White
applicants, while 21.8% were from all other applicants whose race or ethnicity
was known. Other than a general statement that non-Whites are
underrepresenting in lending data, no strong statistical evidence for
discrimination could be drawn from mortgage application information.
Anecdotally, foreclosure has become an increasing problem over the past 10
years, especially for households with limited knowledge about the mortgage
process, such as those with limited English proficiency.

•

Location and type of affordable housing: Although this was identified as a
contributing factor to segregation and R/ECAPs, its effect is not as significant
on access to opportunity.
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•

Location of employers: New Rochelle’s primary employment center is
Downtown, which is both near to the City’s areas of lowest opportunity and
serves as the local transit hub. Employment opportunities outside of the City,
such as in New York City or Connecticut, are best reached through the transit
options Downtown.

•

Loss of affordable housing: Although this was identified as a contributing factor
to segregation and R/ECAPs, its effect is not as significant on access to
opportunity.

3. Contributing Factors of Disproportionate Housing Needs
Consider the listed factors and any other factors affecting the jurisdiction and region. Identify
factors that significantly create, contribute to, perpetuate, or increase the severity of
disproportionate housing needs.

 Availability of affordable units in a range of sizes
 Lack of access to opportunity due to high housing costs
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C. Publicly Supported Housing Analysis
1. Analysis
a. Publicly Supported Housing Demographics
i. Are certain racial/ethnic groups more likely to be residing in one program
category of publicly supported housing than other program categories (public
housing, project-based Section 8, Other Multifamily Assisted developments, and
Housing Choice Voucher (HCV)) in the jurisdiction?
Black households are more heavily represented in public housing and the Housing
Choice Voucher (HVC) program than in other types of assisted units. Conversely,
White households are less likely to live in public housing or receive an HCV.
Hispanics, especially when compared to other racial/ethnic groups, are more or
less evenly distributed among the various programs. The greatest disparity occurs
in public housing in which Blacks account for more than 76% of all households.
Table 6a - Publicly Supported Housing Residents by Race/Ethnicity
Race/Ethnicity
New Rochelle, NY
(Jurisdiction)
Housing Type

White
#

Black
%

Hispanic

#

%

#

%

Asian or Pacific
Islander
#
%

33

11.38%

221

76.21%

35

12.07%

1

0.34%

263

35.64%

268

36.31%

120

16.26%

82

11.11%

27

41.54%

21

32.31%

15

23.08%

2

3.08%

317

22.37%

764

53.92%

324

22.87%

8

0.56%

0-30% of AMI

2,405

42.38%

1,400

24.67%

1,705

30.04%

115

2.03%

0-50% of AMI

3,575

36.67%

2,005

20.56%

3,230

33.13%

204

2.09%

4,925

38.92%

2,575

20.35%

4,165

32.91%

237

1.87%

15,705

55.69%

5,115

18.14%

6,000

21.28%

1,037

3.68%

Public Housing
Project-Based Section 8
Other Multifamily
HCV Program
Income

0-80% of AMI
Total

New York-Newark-Jersey City (Region)
Public Housing

21,664

10.11%

93,222

43.52%

89,990

42.01%

9,204

4.30%

Project-Based Section 8

32,019

27.52%

35,342

30.38%

40,895

35.15%

7,863

6.76%

5,848

39.22%

2,939

19.71%

4,058

27.22%

2,039

13.68%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0-30% of AMI

466,819

36.97%

286,328

22.67%

383,405

30.36%

102,588

8.12%

0-50% of AMI

683,019

31.86%

453,127

21.13%

620,223

28.93%

170,583

7.96%

0-80% of AMI

1,138,349

36.37%

648,934

20.73%

857,301

27.39%

250,304

8.00%

Total

3,900,044

55.09%

1,105,560

15.62%

1,340,965

18.94%

615,106

8.69%

Other Multifamily
HCV Program
Income

Note 1: Data Sources: Decennial Census; APSH; CHAS
Note 2: #s presented are numbers of households not individuals.
Note 3: Refer to the Data Documentation for details (www.hudexchange.info).
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The City of New Rochelle operates its own Section 8 HCV program separate from
the New Rochelle Municipal Housing Authority (NRMHA). According to the City’s
data, more than half of household members in the HCV program are Black and just
under one-quarter are Hispanic. These rates are comparable to NRMHA’s
presented in table 6a.
Table B – City HCV Residents by Race/Ethnicity
#

%

799

16.38%

White, Hispanic

1,300

23.29%

Black/African American

2,849

58.42%

American Indian/Alaska Native

26

0.53%

Asian

35

0.72%

5

0.10%

White, Non-Hispanic

Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
Two or More
N/A
Total

6

0.12%

21

0.43%

4,877

-

The breakdown of racial/ethnic groups by income for the City and the New YorkNewark-Jersey City region are roughly comparable. The largest categorical
differences are Hispanic households earning 80% of AMI (5.5 percentage points)
and White households earning 30% of AMI (5.4 percentage points).
However, there are more significant differences between the City’s and the
region’s publicly assisted housing residents. Whereas Black households are 76%
of NRMHA’s public housing residents, they are only 44% of the region’s. On the
other hand, Hispanic households are 12% and 16% of public housing and projectbased Section 8 residents, respectively, in New Rochelle; in the region, they are a
substantially higher segment at 42% and 35%, respectively, of those same
programs.
The overall trend is that, although the over-representation of Black households in
publicly supported housing is diminished, non-Whites account for a slightly larger
portion of publicly assisted housing residents in the region.
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ii. Compare the demographics, in terms of protected class, of residents of each
program category of publicly supported housing (public housing, project-based
Section 8, Other Multifamily Assisted developments, and HCV) to the population in
general, and persons who meet the income eligibility requirements for the relevant
program category of publicly supported housing in the jurisdiction and region.
Include in the comparison, a description of whether there is a higher or lower
proportion of groups based on protected class.
Hispanic and Black households in New Rochelle are much more likely to have lowor moderate-incomes (LMI) than White or Asian households. Of those Black LMI
households, nearly half live in some variety of publicly assisted housing unit.
Altogether, Black households account for just over half of the households in
assisted units as reported in HUD’s data.
In the region, once again Hispanic and Black households experience the highest
rates of LMI – nearly twice that of White households. This time, Black and Hispanic
household combined are 77% of the households in publicly assisted housing. NonWhite households in the region comprise subsidized housing residents at a rate of
over 8 percentage points higher than in New Rochelle.
Table 6b - Publicly Supported Housing Residents by Race/Ethnicity

31.36%

Households
in Assisted
Housing
640

% of LMI in
Assisted
Housing
12.99%

2,575

50.34%

1,274

49.48%

4,165

69.42%

494

11.86%

1,037

237

22.85%

93

39.24%

3,900,044

1,138,349

29.19%

59,531

5.23%

Black

1,105,560

648,934

58.70%

131,503

20.26%

Hispanic
Asian or Pacific
Islander

1,340,965

857,301

63.93%

134,943

15.74%

615,106

250,304

40.69%

19,106

7.63%

New Rochelle, NY
(Jurisdiction)

Households

LMI
Households

% of LMI
Households

White

15,705

4,925

Black

5,115

Hispanic
Asian or Pacific
Islander
New York-NewarkJersey City (Region)
White

6,000

Note 1: Data Sources: Decennial Census; APSH; CHAS
Note 2: #s presented are numbers of households not individuals.
Note 3: Refer to the Data Documentation for details (www.hudexchange.info).
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b. Publicly Supported Housing Location and Occupancy
i. Describe patterns in the geographic location of publicly supported housing by
program category (public housing, project-based Section 8, Other Multifamily
Assisted developments, HCV, and LIHTC) in relation to previously discussed
segregated areas and R/ECAPs in the jurisdiction and region.
There are no R/ECAPs in New Rochelle as defined by HUD’s AFFH tool. Using the
alternative definition described in section (V)(B)(ii), all of the publicly assisted
developments are in the southwestern neighborhoods, within or very near to the
City’s “concentration areas.” As mentioned previously, these neighborhoods are
also among the most segregated in the City.
Data for HCV holders in New Rochelle is incomplete, only covering the southern
half of the City. In that portion of the City, at least, more voucher holders live in the
West End/Feeny Park (tract 62) and Rochelle Heights/Fifth Avenue (tract 65)
areas. These neighborhoods are within the City’s “concentration area,” and are
therefore more segregated and contain more non-White and foreign born residents
than the rest of the City. The lowest rates of voucher holders are in Downtown
(tract 60), which currently has limited housing options, and South Side (tract
57.01).
Other significant clusters of publicly supported housing in the region are in Mount
Vernon, Yonkers, and White Plains. Stakeholders reported during interviews that it
is common for City residents to acquire affordable housing in Mount Vernon when
options in New Rochelle are unavailable.
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Map 5a – Publicly Supported Housing
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Map 5b – Housing Choice Vouchers
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ii. Describe patterns in the geographic location for publicly supported housing that
primarily serves families with children, elderly persons, or persons with disabilities in
relation to previously discussed segregated areas or R/ECAPs in the jurisdiction and
region?
The City of New Rochelle maintains a list of affordable rental properties. As of May
2016, the following age-restricted developments were available:
• Carrington Arms (CHMC) 1
• Garito Manor (NDR Group)
• Huguenot House (CHMC)
• La Rochelle Manor (NRMHA) 2
• Lincoln Towers (CHMC)
• Maple Center (CHMC)
• Maple Terrace (CHMC)
• Meadow Lane Apts. (United Hebrew Geriatric Ctr)
• Queen City Towers (NRMHA)
• Rockwell Terrace (CHMC)
• Shiloh Senior Housing (Westhab Inc.)
• Soundview Apts. (United Hebrew Geriatric Ctr.)
• Washington House (CHMC)
The following developments are available for families:
• Bracey House (NRMHA)
• Clinton Place Apts. (Westhab Inc.)
• Hartley House (NRMHA)
• Heritage Homes
• Parkside Place (NDR Group)
• The Hammel Building (ELD Property Mgmt)
Given that all of the publicly supported housing is in the vicinity of the City’s
“concentration area,” there is no additional distinguishing pattern between
developments serving families with children, elderly persons, or persons with
disabilities compared to those serving other groups.

1
2

Community Housing Management Corp.
New Rochelle Municipal Housing Authority
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iii. How does the demographic composition of occupants of publicly supported
housing in R/ECAPS compare to the demographic composition of occupants of
publicly supported housing outside of R/ECAPs in the jurisdiction and region?
Because there are no R/ECAPs as defined by HUD’s AFFH tool, Table 7 provides
no information about publicly supported housing residents in R/ECAP and nonR/ECAP tracts. However, as previously mentioned, there is very little separation
between assisted housing inside and outside the “concentration areas.”
Table 7 - R/ECAP and Non-R/ECAP Demographics by Publicly Supported Housing Program Category
New Rochelle, NY
(Jurisdiction)

Total #
units
(occupied)

%
Elderly

% with a
disability*

%
Hispani
c

% Asian/
Pacific
Islander

% Families
w/ children

R/ECAP tracts

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Non R/ECAP tracts

295

11.38%

76.21%

12.07%

0.34%

14.90%

49.34%

39.07%

R/ECAP tracts

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Non R/ECAP tracts

739

35.64%

36.31%

16.26%

11.11%

4.28%

86.63%

10.83%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

90

41.54%

32.31%

23.08%

3.08%

0.00%

84.85%

13.64%

%
White

%
Black

Public Housing

Project-based Section 8

Other HUD Multifamily
R/ECAP tracts
Non R/ECAP tracts
HCV Program
R/ECAP tracts
Non R/ECAP tracts

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1,284

24.39%

50.12%

24.55%

0.63%

36.66%

33.36%

21.45%

Note 1: Disability information is often reported for heads of household or spouse/co-head only. Here, the data reflect information on all
members of the household.
Note 2: Data Sources: APSH
Note 3: Refer to the Data Documentation for details (www.hudexchange.info).

iv. (A) Do any developments of public housing, properties converted under the RAD,
and LIHTC developments have a significantly different demographic composition, in
terms of protected class, than other developments of the same category for the
jurisdiction? Describe how these developments differ.
Demographic data for LIHTC and RAD developments are not available.
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B) Provide additional relevant information, if any, about occupancy, by protected
class, in other types of publicly supported housing for the jurisdiction and region.
The City’s HCV office tracks some information about protected class status other
than race. According to their data, approximately 20% of individuals in households
with a voucher are disabled and 15% are elderly. Roughly 31% of HCV
householders are females. The demographics of the City’s HCV waiting list are
very similar to the residents already in the program – 58.3% are Black, 23.8% are
Hispanic, and 18.5% have a disability. Only elderly households, which account for
5.1% of the waiting list but 14.7% of voucher holders, show any significant
difference.
v. Compare the demographics of occupants of developments in the jurisdiction, for
each category of publicly supported housing (public housing, project-based Section
8, Other Multifamily Assisted developments, properties converted under RAD, and
LIHTC) to the demographic composition of the areas in which they are located. For
the jurisdiction, describe whether developments that are primarily occupied by one
race/ethnicity are located in areas occupied largely by the same race/ethnicity.
Describe any differences for housing that primarily serves families with children,
elderly persons, or persons with disabilities.
Five of the publicly supported developments included in HUD’s data are primarily
occupied by Black households and another four are primarily occupied by White
households. The Black majorities, however, have a much wider margin, with
Blacks accounting for upward of 90% of residents in most development.
In most cases, the racial composition of an individual development does not match
the demographics of the census tract in which it is located in proportion, scale, or
both. For example, Hispanic households are the majority in seven of the tracts in
which publicly supported housing is located, but Hispanics are a majority in none of
the developments listed.
The developments with data indicating the presence of households with children
are all overwhelmingly Black majority, with the exception of Huguenot Houses.
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Table 8a - Demographics by Publicly Supported Housing Developments, by Program Category

Development name

Program category

# Units in
Project

% Project head of household race/ethnicity
White

Black

Hispanic

Asian
N/A

% Households
with children in
development
N/A

Hartley Houses

Public Housing

144

N/A

N/A

N/A

Queen City Tower

Public Housing

203

16%

67%

16%

1%

N/A

Bracey Apts.

Public Housing

100

3%

91%

5%

N/A

46%

Washington House Apts.

Project-Based Section 8

210

39%

20%

18%

23%

N/A

Soundview Estates

Project-Based Section 8

135

62%

11%

21%

2%

N/A

Carrington Arms

Project-Based Section 8

84

0%

97%

3%

N/A

35%

Lincoln Towers

Project-Based Section 8

88

7%

90%

3%

N/A

6%

Huguenot Houses

Project-Based Section 8

151

29%

28%

32%

11%

2%

Maple Terrace

Project-Based Section 8

100

53%

24%

6%

18%

N/A

Meadow Lane Apts.

Other HUD Assisted Housing

64

89%

N/A

7%

4%

N/A

Shiloh Senior Housing

Other HUD Assisted Housing

39

8%

54%

36%

3%

N/A

Table 8b - Demographics by Publicly Supported Housing Developments, by Program Category
Development name

Census Tract number

% Census Tract race/ethnicity
White

Black

Hispanic

Asian

Census Tract
poverty rate

Hartley Houses

36119006400

17.33

54.60

23.57

1.58

22.83

Queen City Tower

36119006300

16.81

24.91

51.48

5.25

14.48

Bracey Apts.

36119006000

40.92

23.35

28.62

5.36

15.38

Washington House Apts.

36119006300

16.81

24.91

51.48

5.25

14.48

Soundview Estates

36119005702

52.14

15.58

26.77

4.09

13.54

Carrington Arms

36119006400

17.33

54.60

23.57

1.58

22.83

Lincoln Towers

36119006300

16.81

24.91

51.48

5.25

14.48

Huguenot Houses

02020001701

61.68

8.46

6.39

6.20

14.74

Maple Terrace

36119005800

35.62

10.23

48.14

4.08

9.40

Meadow Lane Apts.

36119005702

52.14

15.58

26.77

4.09

13.54

Shiloh Senior Housing

36119006400

17.33

54.60

23.57

1.58

22.83
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c. Disparities in Access to Opportunity
i. Describe any disparities in access to opportunity for residents of publicly supported
housing in the jurisdiction and region, including within different program categories
(public housing, project-based Section 8, Other Multifamily Assisted Developments,
HCV, and LIHTC) and between types (housing primarily serving families with
children, elderly persons, and persons with disabilities) of publicly supported
housing.
As described in section (V)(B)(iii), for the indices of opportunity that display a
geographic variance, the southwestern neighborhoods of New Rochelle (roughly
Downtown, West End, Feeney Park, and French Ridge) have the lowest scores,
while the northern half of the City has the highest scores. This lower scoring area
coincides with the location of the City’s “concentration area.”
These southwestern neighborhoods are also where the bulk of the City’s publicly
supported housing is located, as far as the available data indicates. This means
that residents who rely on publicly supported housing have less overall choice
concerning access to opportunity than others.
2. Additional Information
a. Beyond the HUD-provided data, provide additional relevant information, if any,
about publicly supported housing in the jurisdiction and region, particularly
information about groups with other protected characteristics and about housing not
captured in the HUD-provided data.
HUD’s FY 2016 calculated median income in Westchester County is $107,800 for a
family of four and $75,500 for an individual. This is the benchmark used by the City in
its housing assistance programs, even though it is significantly higher than the City’s
median household income of $70,000 and median non-family income of $41,000.
According to stakeholders, HUD’s income limit for the City is too high to properly
address the needs of low-income families in New Rochelle.
Similarly, some surrounding communities that are more affluent than New Rochelle
operate their own HCV program with a corresponding higher rent limit. Many of these
voucher holders are able to attain housing in New Rochelle because their payment
standard is higher, creating unequal competition for New Rochelle residents.
In addition to the New Rochelle Municipal Housing Authority (NRMHA), the City’s
Department of Development manages a separate HCV program. Staff from both
programs reported that voucher holders often have difficulty finding apartments
because landlords can receive higher market rents than HUD’s fair market rent
payment standards. Even the fair market rent limit for tenant-based rental assistance
(TBRA), which is higher than HCV, is lower than the non-subsidized market rents.
The City’s return rate of HCVs is approximately 70% due to vouchers expiring before
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the household can find a suitable apartment; NRMHA’s return rate is lower, but their
HCV program is much smaller than the City’s.
b. The program participant may also describe other information relevant to its
assessment of publicly supported housing. Information may include relevant programs,
actions, or activities, such as tenant self-sufficiency, place-based investments, or
geographic mobility programs.
Other factors considered

•

Admissions and occupancy policies and procedures, including preferences in
publicly supported housing: NRMHA maintains occupancy preferences that
are designed to serve those with the greatest need. Preference is available for
categories such as City residents, disability status, displacement, high rent
burden, substandard living conditions, elderly, etc.

•

Community opposition: Although public opposition to affordable housing
development does occur in New Rochelle, according to local developers it has
not completely derailed many major projects. Opposition has caused some
developments to be modified in size or other characteristics, though, or to face
delays. In particular, community opposition can force a developer to comply
with stricter requirements for environmental studies, traffic and parking studies,
etc., that increase the costs and time necessary for development.

•

Displacement of residents due to economic pressures: Although this factor
was identified as contributing to other fair housing issues, it does not
significantly affect the actions or decision making of HRHA.

•

Land use and zoning laws: New Rochelle’s zoning ordinance was reviewed for
potential impediments to housing choice and affordability as part of the AI in
2012 based on the following five topics raised in HUD’s Fair Housing Planning
Guide: the opportunity to develop various housing types; the opportunity to
develop alternative designs; minimum lot size requirements; dispersal
requirements and regulatory provisions for housing facilities for persons with
disabilities (i.e. group homes) in single family zoning districts; and, restrictions
on the number of unrelated persons in dwelling units. That analysis found no
significant barriers to fair housing in the ordinance. Since then, the introduction
of new elements such as the Downtown Overlay Zone and Single Family
Senior Citizen Overlay Zone have only increased.

•

Quality of affordable housing information programs: the City makes all
reasonable efforts to distribute information about affordable housing
opportunities to service providers and perspective tenants, including attending
local events such as expos at the senior center. Improvement to the design
and efficacy of these efforts is a constant goal.
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3. Contributing Factors of Publicly Supported Housing Location and Occupancy
Consider the listed factors and any other factors affecting the jurisdiction and region. Identify
factors that significantly create, contribute to, perpetuate, or increase the severity of fair housing
issues related to publicly supported housing, including Segregation, R/ECAPs, Disparities in Access
to Opportunity, and Disproportionate Housing Needs. For each contributing factor that is
significant, note which fair housing issue(s) the selected contributing factor relates to.

 Displacement of residents due to economic pressures
 Impediments to mobility
 Loss of affordable housing
 Source of income discrimination
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D. Disability and Access Analysis
1. Population Profile
a. How are persons with disabilities geographically dispersed or concentrated in the
jurisdiction and region, including R/ECAPs and other segregated areas identified in
previous sections?
Southern neighborhoods have the highest rates of individuals with disabilities,
particularly South Side (tract 57.01) and French Ridge (tract 63). Both neighborhoods
are within or partially within the City’s “concentration area.”
The New York-Newark-Jersey City CBSA has comparable rates of the various
disability types to the City. Generally, the rates of disability are lower in northern
Westchester County than the southern municipalities.
Table 13 - Disability by Type
New Rochelle, NY
(Jurisdiction)

New York-NewarkJersey City (Region)

Disability Type

#

%

#

%

Hearing difficulty

1,940

2.69%

448,097

2.45%

Vision difficulty

1,375

1.90%

353,817

1.93%

Cognitive difficulty

2,310

3.20%

675,115

3.69%

Ambulatory difficulty

4,065

5.63% 1,085,872

5.93%

Self-care difficulty

1,566

2.17%

437,887

2.39%

Independent living difficulty

2,833

3.92%

751,853

4.11%

Note 1: All % represent a share of the total population within the jurisdiction or region.
Note 2: Data Sources: ACS
Note 3: Refer to the Data Documentation for details (www.hudexchange.info).
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Map H – Disability Rates
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b. Describe whether these geographic patterns vary for persons with each type of
disability or for persons with disabilities in different age ranges for the jurisdiction and
region.
There does not appear to be any geographic pattern for persons with disabilities in
New Rochelle that cannot be accounted for by the differences in prevalence among
the disability types. The one exception may be for ambulatory disabilities which,
judging by HUD’s AFFH Mapping Tool, occurs more frequently in the southern half of
the City than the northern half. Ambulatory is also the most common type of disability,
affecting 5.6% of residents in the City and 5.9% in the region.
Citywide, the 65 and older age group has the highest proportion of individuals with
disabilities (4.91%), very closely followed by 18-64 year olds (4.63%). There are no
significant concentrations of individuals with disabilities by age groups within the City.
Regionally, there is little variation in the geographic dispersion of individuals with
disabilities between age groups and by type of disability. Overall, ambulatory and
independent living difficulties are the most common type of disability.
Table 14 - Disability by Age Group
New Rochelle, NY
(Jurisdiction)
Age of People with Disabilities

#

New York-NewarkJersey City (Region)

%

#

%

272

0.38%

131,064

0.72%

age 18-64 with Disabilities

3,339

4.62%

906,343

4.95%

age 65+ with Disabilities

3,543

4.91%

860,668

4.70%

age 5-17 with Disabilities

Note 1: All % represent a share of the total population within the jurisdiction or region.
Note 2: Data Sources: ACS
Note 3: Refer to the Data Documentation for details (www.hudexchange.info).
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Map 16a – Hearing, Vision, and Cognitive Disabilities
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Map 16b – Ambulatory, Self-care, and Independent Living Disability
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Map 15 – Disability by Age
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2. Housing Accessibility
a. Describe whether the jurisdiction and region have sufficient affordable, accessible
housing in a range of unit sizes.
Most single-family housing, which accounts for almost 40% of New Rochelle’s
housing stock, is generally not accessible to persons with disabilities. The Fair
Housing Act requires that most multi-family properties built after 1991 meet federal
accessibility standards, but well over 80% of the City’s multi-family housing stock was
built before 1980.
Westchester Residential Opportunities’ Access to Home is state-funded but countyimplemented community initiative that provides qualified households with up to
$25,000 in grants to make home modifications, including such measures as ramps,
widening doorways, lowering kitchen cabinets, and making bathrooms accessible.
According to stakeholders, programs with low-income requirements such as these
mean middle-income seniors don’t qualify but still can’t afford the modifications on
their own.
It is reasonable to conclude that these findings indicate the City does not have an
adequate supply of affordable, accessible housing in a range of unit sizes.
b. Describe the areas where affordable accessible housing units are located in the
jurisdiction and region. Do they align with R/ECAPs or other areas that are
segregated?
The accessibility of housing in the private market is difficult to determine, as no
accessibility surveys have been completed. Because most of New Rochelle’s housing
stock was built prior to ADA compliance requirements, it can be reasonably assumed
that a large portion of all private housing stock is not accessible.
As described earlier, the rental housing in the City’s “concentration area” is neither
particularly expensive nor affordable when considering median gross rent. In addition,
this area has the highest number and concentration of multi-family buildings, which
are more likely to be accessible than single-family units.
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c. To what extent are persons with different disabilities able to access and live in the
different categories of publicly supported housing in the jurisdiction and region?
Citywide, 39% of public housing residents, 11% of Project-Based Section 8 residents,
22% of NRMHA’s HCV holders, and 20% of the City’s HCV holders have a disability.
Regionally, these figures can be higher or lower, but are generally in line. Data is not
available for type of disability or for other types of assisted housing.
The available figures indicate that at least some of the publicly supported or
affordable housing stock is accessible, even if not all to the same degree. However,
the fact that the City’s HCV waiting list currently has over 1,000 households with a
member with a disability implies that the existing stock is severely inadequate.
Both the City HCV Program’s and NRHMA’s Admissions and Continued Occupancy
Policies (ACOP) includes a preference for those unable to work because of age and
disability. This preference is extended equally to an applicant whose head or spouse
are age 62 or older or are receiving Social Security Disability Income. Not
withstanding other preferences, families who are elderly or disabled are offered
housing before other single persons.
Table 15 - Disability by Publicly Supported Housing Program Category
New Rochelle, NY (Jurisdiction)
Public Housing
Project-Based Section 8
Other Multifamily
HCV Program

People with a
Disability*
#
%

118
81
9
313

39.07%
10.83%
13.64%
21.72%

49,333
17,365
1,900
N/A

22.89%
14.66%
11.64%
N/A

New York-Newark-Jersey City (Region)
Public Housing
Project-Based Section 8
Other Multifamily
HCV Program

Note 1: The definition of "disability" used by the Census Bureau may not be comparable to reporting
requirements under HUD programs.
Note 2: Data Sources: ACS
Note 3: Refer to the Data Documentation for details (www.hudexchange.info).
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3. Integration of Persons with Disabilities Living in Institutions and Other Segregated
Settings
a. To what extent do persons with disabilities in or from the jurisdiction or region reside
in segregated or integrated settings?
Persons with disabilities live throughout the City and the region. Housing Choice
Voucher holders are able to use their vouchers throughout the community, with
comparable levels of choice and integration compared to non-disabled voucher
holders. However, there are also larger, affordable private developments, such as
Soundview Apartments and Garito Manor, which may have higher concentrations of
low-income and/or elderly persons with disabilities than the surrounding
neighborhoods.
b. Describe the range of options for persons with disabilities to access affordable
housing and supportive services in the jurisdiction and region.
According to local stakeholders, group homes for persons with disabilities are not
being constructed or opened in New Rochelle as often as they used to be. The group
homes that already exist do not turn over rapidly – current residents may stay for
upwards of 20 years.
Also, it can be difficult for families to find supportive services for children with mental
disabilities without long waiting lists. If families do not plan early enough, or have their
needs and circumstances change during what can be a 15-year waiting list period,
options are limited. As youth with disabilities age, it becomes more difficult to find
group home/assisted living facilities. Many families are forced to find solutions in
neighboring communities outside of New Rochelle.
4. Disparities in Access to Opportunity
a. To what extent are persons with disabilities able to access the following in the
jurisdiction and region? Identify major barriers faced concerning:
i. Government services and facilities
Municipal staff who attended stakeholder meetings during the AFH development
stated that most public facilities have improved their physical accessibility over
recent years, but not all have and not all have done it very well. New Rochelle’s City
Hall, for example, is technically “accessible” but still poses many challenges for
persons with disabilities to navigate. Additionally, stakeholders reported that
although ADA compliance is becoming more widespread throughout the
community, some places that are “accessible” according to building codes are not
practically accessible for everyday use scenarios.
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ii. Public infrastructure (e.g., sidewalks, pedestrian crossings, pedestrian signals)
The Envision NR Comprehensive Plan describes the pedestrian infrastructure of
the City:
“Sidewalks are present along most roads in the urban southern and central
neighborhoods and are limited in the North End’s predominately single-family
home neighborhoods, where sidewalks are not present on most local streets.
“Connectivity of pedestrian facilities is an issue in the neighborhood of Rochelle
Park, where tall chain link fences and lack of pedestrian crossings around the
Memorial Highway Circle create barriers between several small neighborhoods.
Sidewalks are provided on both sides of Memorial Drive, but segments continue
as long as a third of a mile without a pedestrian crossing. The sidewalks
extending toward the Exit 16 Thruway interchange end abruptly near the
Thruway overpass. Pedestrians have been observed going to and from these
sidewalks through openings that have been cut in the chain link fences that
surround Memorial Highway, in some cases jay-walking across the Circle and I95 entry roads.”
It should be noted that the North End, described as having limited sidewalks,
generally scores higher than the southern and central neighborhoods on the
opportunity indices for which there is geographic variation. On the other hand, the
City has made many improvements to pedestrian infrastructure in the Downtown
area over the course of the past few years of downtown revitalization initiatives.
iii. Transportation
The City’s public transportation system is designed around the New Rochelle
Transit Center, located on the Metro-North New Haven Line, Amtrak Northeast
Corridor, and New England Thruway. Westchester Bee-Line serves as the local
transit provider. The train station, Bee-Line buses, and bus stops throughout the
City are generally accessible.
Westchester County provides paratransit service through its “Bee-Line
ParaTransit” program. The service is designed for persons traveling within ¾ mile
of the Bee-Line service area who are unable to ride the bus due to disability. For
trips within New Rochelle, the County offers a “Bee-Line Taxi” program, which
permits riders to use a taxi instead of a Bee-Line ParaTransit van.
iv. Proficient schools and educational programs
Generally, children with disabilities attend their local school and have the same
access as children without disabilities. Most of the City’s schools have improved
physical accessibility time through their capital projects and are now fully
accessible.
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v. Jobs
According to the Envision NR Comprehensive Plan:
“A significant number of workers commute to work sites outside of New Rochelle,
even as many non-residents journey to job opportunities in the City. In fact, the
Longitudinal Employer Household Dynamics (LEHD) database indicates that only
25% of New Rochelle jobs are held by residents, while 75% come from
elsewhere, including 29% from other parts of Westchester County and 25% from
New York City.
“With more than five in every six resident workers of New Rochelle employed
outside the City, their commuter destinations are just as diverse as the workforce
influx. Slightly more than one in three work in New York City and somewhat
fewer work nearby in Westchester County and Connecticut, while the remainder
are primarily employed in other parts of New York State and New Jersey.
“New Rochelle is largely a commuter city, but also offers employment
opportunities for residents from other municipalities in Westchester County, as
well as from New York City and other parts of the State.”
Given that 1) Downtown New Rochelle is the local employment center; 2) the
greatest number and rates of persons with disabilities live near Downtown; and, 3)
train access to New York City, Connecticut, and elsewhere is in Downtown and
accessible, persons with disabilities do not have less access to employment
opportunities overall than the general population.
b. Describe the processes that exist in the jurisdiction and region for persons with
disabilities to request and obtain reasonable accommodations and accessibility
modifications to address the barriers discussed above.
The City’s HCV Program (“the PHA”) outlines its reasonable accommodation policy
as follows:
2-11.C. REQUEST FOR AN ACCOMMODATION

If an applicant or participant indicates that an exception, change, or adjustment to a
rule, policy, practice, or service is needed because of a disability, HUD requires that
the PHA treat the information as a request for a reasonable accommodation, even if
no formal request is made.
The family must explain what type of accommodation is needed to provide the person
with the disability full access to the PHA's programs and services. If the need for the
accommodation is not readily apparent or known to the PHA, the family must explain
the relationship between the requested accommodation and the disability. There
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must be an identifiable connection, or nexus, between the requested accommodation
and the individual's disability.
The PHA will encourage the family to make its request in writing using a reasonable
accommodation request form. However, the PHA will consider the accommodation
any time the family indicates that an accommodation is needed whether or not a
formal written request is submitted.
2-11.D. VERIFICATION OF DISABILITY

The definition of a person with a disability for the purpose of obtaining a reasonable
accommodation is much broader than the HUD definition of disability which is used
for waiting list preferences and income allowances.
Before providing an accommodation, the PHA must determine that the person meets
the definition of a person with a disability, and that the accommodation will enhance
the family's access to the PHA's programs and services.
If a person's disability is obvious or otherwise known to the PHA, and if the need for
the requested accommodation is also readily apparent or known, no further
verification will be required.
If a family indicates that an accommodation is required for a disability that is not
obvious or otherwise known to the PHA, the PHA must verify that the person meets
the definition of a person with a disability, and that the limitations imposed by the
disability require the requested accommodation.
When verifying a disability, the PHA will follow the verification policies provided in its
Administrative Plan. In addition to the general requirements that govern all verification
efforts, the following requirements apply when verifying a disability:
•

Third-party verification must be obtained from an individual identified by the
family who is competent to make the determination. A doctor or other medical
professional, a peer support group, a non-medical service agency, or a reliable
third party who is in a position to know about the individual's disability may
provide verification of a disability.

•

The PHA must request only information that is necessary to evaluate the
disability-related need for the accommodation. The PHA will not inquire about
the nature or extent of any disability.

•

Medical records will not be accepted or retained in the participant file.

•

In the event that the PHA does receive confidential information about a
person's specific diagnosis, treatment, or the nature or severity of the
disability, the PHA will dispose of it. In place of the information, the PHA will
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note in the file that the disability and other requested information have been
verified, the date the verification was received, and the name and address of
the knowledgeable professional who sent the information.
2-11.E. APPROVAL/DENIAL OF A REQUESTED ACCOMMODATION

The PHA must approve a request for an accommodation if the following three
conditions are met:
•

The request was made by or on behalf of a person with a disability.

•

There is a disability-related need for the accommodation.

•

The requested accommodation is reasonable, meaning it would not impose an
undue financial and administrative burden on the PHA, or fundamentally alter
the nature of the PHA's HCV operations (including the obligation to comply
with HUD requirements and regulations).

Requests for accommodations must be assessed on a case-by-case basis, taking
into account factors such as the overall size of the PHA's program with respect to the
number of employees, type of facilities and size of budget, type of operation including
composition and structure of workforce, the nature and cost of the requested
accommodation, and the availability of alternative accommodations that would
effectively meet the family's disability-related needs.
Before making a determination whether to approve the request, the PHA may enter
into discussion and negotiation with the family, request more information from the
family, or may require the family to sign a consent form so that the PHA may verify
the need for the requested accommodation.
After a request for an accommodation is presented, the PHA will respond, in writing,
within 10 business days.
If the PHA denies a request for an accommodation because it is not reasonable (it
would impose an undue financial and administrative burden or fundamentally alter the
nature of the PHA's operations), the PHA will discuss with the family whether an
alternative accommodation could effectively address the family's disability-related
needs without a fundamental alteration to the HCV program and without imposing an
undue financial and administrative burden.
If the PHA believes that the family has failed to identify a reasonable alternative
accommodation after interactive discussion and negotiation, the PHA will notify the
family, in writing, of its determination within 10 business days from the date of the
most recent discussion or communication with the family. It is the responsibility of the
requestor to provide appropriate documentation when requested by the PHA where
the disability and/or need for accommodation are not obvious or already known.
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2-11.F. PROGRAM ACCESSIBILITY FOR PERSONS WITH HEARING OR VISION IMPAIRMENTS

HUD regulations require the PHA to ensure that persons with disabilities related to
hearing and vision have reasonable access to the PHA's programs and services.
At the initial point of contact with each applicant, the PHA shall inform all applicants of
alternative forms of communication that can be used other than plain language
paperwork.
To meet the needs of persons with hearing impairments, TTD/TTY (text telephone
display/teletype) communication will be made available upon request. The PHA will
also correspond by e-mail when it is the preferred choice of the impaired individual.
To meet the needs of persons with vision impairments, large-print and audio versions
of key program documents will be made available upon request. When visual aids are
used in public meetings or presentations, or in meetings with PHA staff, one-on-one
assistance will be provided upon request.
Additional examples of alternative forms of communication are: having material
explained orally by staff; or having a third party representative (a friend, relative or
advocate, named by the applicant) to receive, interpret and explain housing materials
and be present at all meetings.
2-11.G. PHYSICAL ACCESSIBILITY

The PHA's policies concerning physical accessibility must be readily available to
applicants and participants. They can be found in three key documents:
•

This plan describes the key policies that govern the PHA's responsibilities with
regard to physical accessibility.

•

Notice PIH 2010-26 summarizes information about pertinent laws and
implementing regulations related to nondiscrimination and accessibility in
federally-funded housing programs.

•

The PHA Plan provides information about self-evaluation, needs assessment,
and transition plans.

The design, construction, or alteration of PHA facilities must conform to the Uniform
Federal Accessibility Standards (UF AS). Newly-constructed facilities must be
designed to be readily accessible to and usable by persons with disabilities.
Alterations to existing facilities must be accessible to the maximum extent feasible,
defined as not imposing an undue financial and administrative burden on the
operations of the HCV program.
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When issuing a voucher to a family that includes an individual with disabilities, the
PHA will include a current list of available accessible units known to the PHA and will
assist the family in locating an available accessible unit, if necessary.
In general, owners must permit the family to make reasonable modifications to the
unit. However, the owner is not required to pay for the modification and may require
that the unit be restored to its original state at the family's expense when the family
moves.
2-11.H. DENIAL OR TERMINATION OF ASSISTANCE

When applicants with disabilities are denied assistance, the notice of denial must
inform them of the PHA's informal review process and their right to request a hearing.
In addition, the notice must inform applicants with disabilities of their right to request
reasonable accommodations to participate in the informal hearing process.
When a participant family's assistance is terminated, the notice of termination must
inform them of the PHA's informal hearing process and their right to request a
hearing and reasonable accommodation.
When reviewing reasonable accommodation requests, the PHA must consider
whether any mitigating circumstances can be verified to explain and overcome the
problem that led to the PHA's decision to deny or terminate assistance. If a
reasonable accommodation will allow the family to meet the requirements, the PHA
must make the accommodation.
c. Describe any difficulties in achieving homeownership experienced by persons with
disabilities and by persons with different types of disabilities in the jurisdiction and
region.
For the most part, the greatest difficulty faced by a person with a physical disability
looking to buy a home is finding a unit that is already accessible or easily modified.
Features such as no-step entries, bathrooms on the first floor, curb cuts, etc. are not
always common features in New Rochelle’s housing stock.
5. Disproportionate Housing Needs
a. Describe any disproportionate housing needs experienced by persons with
disabilities and by persons with certain types of disabilities in the jurisdiction and
region.
In New Rochelle in 2015, approximately 9.9% of the general public had some type of
disability. In contrast, 39% and 22% of NRHMA public housing tenants and HCV
holders, as well as 20% of New Rochelle HCV holders have a disability. According to
the US Census, 19.6% of people with a disability in the City live below the poverty
level, compared to 10.2% of people without disabilities. These disparities indicate that
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people with disabilities are more likely to live in poverty and more likely to rely on
publicly supported housing programs.
6. Additional Information
a. Beyond the HUD-provided data, provide additional relevant information, if any,
about disability and access issues in the jurisdiction and region including those
affecting persons with disabilities with other protected characteristics.
Stakeholders conveyed the impression that although the City has been investing
resources to improve the accessibility of pedestrian infrastructure Downtown,
disabled residents still face many mobility challenges in other neighborhoods.
b. The program participant may also describe other information relevant to its
assessment of disability and access issues.
Other factors considered

•

Access for persons with disabilities to proficient schools: Generally, children with
disabilities attend their local school. New Rochelle Public School buildings
themselves are generally accessible to persons with disabilities.

•

Lack of affordable, integrated housing for individuals who need supportive
services: Stakeholders reported a need for supportive housing and programs that
exceeds the available supply. No statistical evidence was uncovered to verify the
anecdotal reporting.

•

State or local laws, policies, or practices that discourage individuals with
disabilities from living in apartments, family homes, supportive housing, shared
housing and other integrated settings: The City’s zoning and building codes do
not place any onerous restrictions on group homes or other similar integrated
living arrangements for persons with disabilities.

7. Disability and Access Issues Contributing Factors
Consider the listed factors and any other factors affecting the jurisdiction and region. Identify
factors that significantly create, contribute to, perpetuate, or increase the severity of disability and
access issues and the fair housing issues, which are Segregation, R/ECAPs, Disparities in Access to
Opportunity, and Disproportionate Housing Needs. For each contributing factor, note which fair
housing issue(s) the selected contributing factor relates to.

 Inaccessible government facilities or services
 Lack of affordable, accessible housing in range of unit sizes
 Location of accessible housing
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E. Fair Housing Enforcement, Outreach Capacity, and
Resources Analysis
1. List and summarize any of the following that have not been resolved:
•

A charge or letter of finding from HUD concerning a violation of a civil rightsrelated law;

•

A cause determination from a substantially equivalent state or local fair
housing agency concerning a violation of a state or local fair housing law;

•

Any voluntary compliance agreements, conciliation agreements, or settlement
agreements entered into with HUD or the Department of Justice;

•

A letter of findings issued by or lawsuit filed or joined by the Department of
Justice alleging a pattern or practice or systemic violation of a fair housing or
civil rights law;

•

A claim under the False Claims Act related to fair housing, nondiscrimination,
or civil rights generally, including an alleged failure to affirmatively further fair
housing; or

•

A pending administrative complaints or lawsuits against the locality alleging
fair housing violations or discrimination.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

HUD reported 16 fair housing complaints in New Rochelle since 2012. Ten involved a
person with a disability, five involved race, two involved national origin, two involved
sex, and one involved familial status. The most common reason for a complaint was a
failure to make reasonable accommodation. Five of the complaints were settled, four
were found to have no cause, and the rest were dismissed for administrative reasons.
Westchester Residential Opportunities, Inc.

Since 2012, WRO has received a number of inquiries from residents, ranging from
simple questions to requests for assistance to reports of discrimination that required
direct intervention. In most instances WRO staff was able to either provide the client
with appropriate information, a referral to another agency, or advice on how to proceed.
In one case WRO performed fair housing testing.
City of New Rochelle

In October, 2015, a plaintiff filed a complaint against the City’s HCV program claiming
that the office failed to grant him reasonable accommodation for a mental disability. The
action was voluntarily dismissed by the plaintiff in April, 2016.
No other fair housing complaints, lawsuits, or violations within the jurisdiction are
known.
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Others

The Westchester County Human Rights commission denied the City’s request for
information about fair housing complaints, citing stipulations of the Freedom of
Information Law. The New York Division of Human Rights has not responded to a
request for complaint information to date.
2. Describe any state or local fair housing laws. What characteristics are protected under
each law?
New York State Human Rights Law

The New York Human Rights Law (Article 15 of the New York State Executive Law), as
amended, prohibits housing discrimination based on race, creed, color, national origin,
sexual orientation, military status, sex, age, disability, marital status, or familial status.
Currently, the New York State Division of Human Rights participates in HUD’s Fair
Housing Assistance Program (FHAP) by virtue of the New York Human Rights Law
having been deemed substantially equivalent to the federal Fair Housing Act.
Participation allows the agency the opportunity to receive funding to support a variety of
fair housing administrative and enforcement activities, including complaint processing,
training, implementation of data and information systems and other special projects.
Section 296 of the Human Rights Law describes the unlawful acts of discrimination
related to fair housing. These include:
•

Discriminatory real estate practices, including refusal to sell or lease housing
accommodations to members of the protected classes

•

Discrimination in the terms, conditions, and privileges of real estate transactions

•

Printing or circulating any statement, advertisement, publication, or application
with the intent or effect of making limitations, specifications, or discrimination with
regard to protected classes

•

Representing that any housing accommodation, land, or commercial space is not
available for inspection, sale, rental, or lease when it in fact is available, or to
otherwise deny or withhold any housing accommodation on the basis of
protected class status

•

Excluding or expelling qualified individuals from real estate board membership on
the basis of protected class status, or discriminating against such an individual in
the terms, conditions, and privileges of board membership

Additionally, Section 296-a explains unlawful discriminatory practices in relation to
credit, outlining prohibitions related to discrimination in the lending of money to acquire,
construct, rehabilitate, repair, or maintain housing.
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Westchester County Human Rights Law

In 2000, Westchester County established its own Human Rights Law (Chapter 700,
Laws of Westchester County, New York), declaring it unlawful to commit discriminatory
acts in employment, housing, public accommodation, and credit against individuals due
to their group identity based on race, color, religion, ethnicity, creed, age, national
origin, alienage or citizenship status, familial status, gender, marital status, sexual
orientation, or disability. The Human Rights Law was expanded in 2005 to become the
only such law in the state to prohibit discrimination in both employment and housing
against victims of domestic violence, sexual abuse, and stalking.
In 2007, the law was further expanded to provide for:
•

monetary damages in cases where there is a pattern and practice of
discrimination;

•

punitive damages in all cases where the discrimination has been willful or wanton
or malicious; and

•

the assessment of civil fines and penalties in housing cases.

Similar to the State Human Rights Law, Westchester County’s local law has been
declared as substantially equivalent to the federal Fair Housing Act. HUD has
determined that the law provides rights, procedures, remedies, and judicial review
provisions that are substantially equivalent to the Act, which makes the Westchester
County Human Rights Commission eligible for participation in HUD’s Fair Housing
Assistance Program.
3. Identify any local and regional agencies and organizations that provide fair housing
information, outreach, and enforcement, including their capacity and the resources
available to them.
Westchester Residential Opportunities, Inc., (WRO) is a non-profit organization
whose mission is to promote equal, affordable, and accessible housing opportunities for
all residents. WRO’s services include eviction prevention; fair housing education and
training; fair lending education; first-time home buying counseling; home buying grants;
independent living programs; mortgage default prevention counseling; senior housing
assistance; and, utility assistance.
WRO also conducts paired testing across Westchester, Rockland, and Putnam counties
to determine the presence of housing discrimination against members of the protected
classes, patterning its program pursuant to a HUD Fair Housing Initiative Program
(FHIP) private enforcement initiative. WRO has recently received a grant from HUD to
perform paired testing of mortgage lenders.
The mission of Legal Services of the Hudson Valley is to provide free, high quality
counsel in civil matters for individuals and families who cannot afford to pay an attorney
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where basic human needs are at stake. They are the only provider of comprehensive
civil legal services to all seven counties of the Hudson Valley, including Westchester,
Putnam, Dutchess, Rockland, Orange, Ulster, and Sullivan. For the 2015 calendar year,
Legal Services of the Hudson Valley received $15 million in revenue from a combination
of grants, private funding, and in-kind donations, nearly $13 million of which was spent
on programs.
The Housing Action Council’s mission is to increase and improve housing
opportunities for low- and moderate- income households and special needs populations,
including the homeless, elderly, and disabled individuals throughout the Hudson Valley
Region and surrounding counties. It provides technical assistance through its Housing
Development Center to community-based organizations and inexperienced and small
developers to develop affordable housing. In addition, it provides comprehensive home
ownership and home improvement counseling; identifies, trains, and assists community
leaders to advocate for housing in their communities; provides program design and
implementation services to municipalities; and, manages the Yonkers Affordable
Housing Department, which is responsible for implementing a housing desegregation
order.
4. Additional Information
a. Provide additional relevant information, if any, about fair housing enforcement,
outreach capacity, and resources in the jurisdiction and region.
In June, 2013 the Westchester County Board of Legislators approved “source of
income” legislation that bars landlords from discriminating against tenants based on
their income. The law exempts cooperatives, condos and buildings with six units or
fewer. Even with this protection in place, stakeholders reported that discrimination
based on source of income still occurs frequently. Landlords are able to circumvent
the law by citing alternative reasons for denial such as an inadequate credit score.
This protection is set to expire at the end of 2018 if not renewed by the County Board
of Legislators.
b. The program participant may also include information relevant to programs, actions,
or activities to promote fair housing outcomes and capacity.
Other factors considered

•

Lack of local private fair housing outreach and enforcement; Lack of local public
fair housing enforcement: Both of these this factors are secondary results of a
lack of resources, which was identified as a significant contributing factor.

•

Lack of state or local fair housing laws: As described earlier in the AFH, the New
York Human Rights Law offers greater protection than the federal Fair Housing
Act.
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•

Unresolved violations of fair housing or civil rights law: HUD and WRO reported
no open fair housing discrimination cases in New Rochelle.

5. Fair Housing Enforcement, Outreach Capacity, and Resources Contributing Factors
Consider the listed factors and any other factors affecting the jurisdiction and region. Identify
factors that significantly create, contribute to, perpetuate, or increase the lack of fair housing
enforcement, outreach capacity, and resources and the severity of fair housing issues, which are
Segregation, R/ECAPs, Disparities in Access to Opportunity, and Disproportionate Housing Needs.
For each significant contributing factor, note which fair housing issue(s) the selected contributing
factor impacts.

 Lack of resources for fair housing agencies and organizations
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VI. Fair Housing Goals and Priorities
1. For each fair housing issue as analyzed in the Fair Housing Analysis section, prioritize
the identified contributing factors. Justify the prioritization of the contributing factors that
will be addressed by the goals set below in Question 2. Give the highest priority to those
factors that limit or deny fair housing choice or access to opportunity, or negatively impact
fair housing or civil rights compliance.
The contributing factors selected throughout this AFH were assigned three priority
levels based on the amount and strength of the supporting evidence that initially
identified the factor:
•

High – factors that limit or deny fair housing choice or access to opportunity, as
well as other factors that are urgent or establish a foundation for future actions

•

Medium – moderately urgent or building on prior actions

•

Low – limited impact on fair housing issues

The contributing factors are grouped by the same issues that organize the AFH, and
some factors may appear for multiple issues.
Table C – Contributing Factors
Contributing Factor

Priority

Discussion

(B)(i) Segregation/Integration
Displacement of residents due to
economic pressures

High

Location and type of affordable
housing

Low

Loss of affordable housing

Medium

To date, there have been no reports of mass displacement of
residents due to economic pressures in New Rochelle.
However, the community’s perception of recent new
development is that it reduces the availability of affordable
housing instead of increasing it by virtue of its typically higher
rents, which in turn raises the prices in surrounding
neighborhoods. Because displacement is a potential factor
should market-rate development continue or increase, it is
important for the City to continually monitor.
The vast majority of new development is occurring in and
around Downtown. While this might increase the
socioeconomic diversity of southern neighborhoods, continuing
to focus on these neighborhoods as the primary location for
new housing development will not increase the housing options
in and promote the integration of northern neighborhoods.
This factor is closely related to displacement due to economic
pressures. To the extent it is happening, affordable housing is
not being lost due to demolition or conversion to other uses, but
because of rising prices.

(B)(ii) R/ECAPs
Displacement of residents due to
economic pressures

High

See above.

Location and type of affordable
housing

Low

See above.
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Contributing Factor
Loss of affordable housing

Priority
Medium

Discussion
See above.

(B)(iii) Disparities in Access to Opportunity
Lack of access to opportunity due to
high housing costs

Medium

Location of employers

Medium

Private discrimination

Low

Source of income discrimination

Low

Although there is not a strong discrepancy in the cost of rental
housing between the southern and northern sections of New
Rochelle, owner-occupied housing is much more expensive in
the northern neighborhoods. This significantly limits the
opportunity of lower-income or first-time homebuyers from
accessing these areas.
Employers within New Rochelle are not difficult to reach for
members of the protected classes. The City’s primary
employment center is Downtown, which is both near to the
City’s areas of lowest opportunity and serves as the local transit
hub. Employment opportunities outside of the City, such as in
New York City or Connecticut, are reached through the transit
options Downtown. However, not all residents have the skills
necessary to obtain the types of jobs these urban centers
provide, especially members of the protected classes.
Stakeholders reported experiences in which landlords
discriminate against potential tenants because of personal
characteristics. For example, targeting college students over
families, avoiding seniors on fixed incomes, or refusing HCVs.
Because most of the evidence for this factor is small scale and
anecdotal, it is an issue about which the City and fair housing
advocacy agencies should be aware.
Westchester County currently prohibits discrimination based on
source of income. However, stakeholders still reported it as
occurring on a regular basis, for various reasons. In addition,
this protection is set to expire at the end of 2018.

(B)(vi) Disproportionate Housing Needs
Availability of affordable units in a
range of sizes

High

Lack of access to opportunity due to
high housing costs

High

Small families with fewer than five members are less likely to
have housing problems than large families and non-families,
with a rate of problems 25 percentage points lower than large
families within the City. Non-families experience the most
severe cost burden. Of the 5,520 households on the City’s
Housing Choice Vouchers (HCV) waiting list, 52% are families
with children. These facts indicate a significant disproportionate
need for housing assistance for both large families with children
and small (i.e. single person) households compared to other
household types.
Tenants with HCVs have difficulty finding apartments because
landlords can receive rents higher than HUD’s standard on the
free market. According to staff, the fair market rent limit for
tenant-based rental assistance (TBRA), which is higher than
HCV, is also lower than the market value.

(C) Publicly Supported Housing
Displacement of residents due to
economic pressures

Impediments to mobility

Low

Because the City’s HCV program relies on units in the private
market to house voucher holders, this factor is significant to
publicly supported housing for the reasons described above.

Medium

All of the publicly assisted developments in New Rochelle
included on HUD’s mapping tool are in the southwestern
neighborhoods, within or very near to the City’s “concentration
areas.” This greatly restricts the mobility of households that
wish to live in northern neighborhoods.
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Contributing Factor

Priority

Discussion
More expensive communities surrounding New Rochelle have
HCV programs with a corresponding higher rent limit. This
means that New Rochelle residents can have a difficult time
applying their vouchers in other parts of Westchester County.

Loss of affordable housing

Source of income discrimination

Low

Medium

Because the City’s HCV program relies on units in the private
market to house voucher holders, this factor is significant to
publicly supported housing for the reasons described above.
See above.

(D) Disability and Access
Lack of affordable, accessible
housing in range of unit sizes

Persons with disabilities share a basic need for affordable
housing with other low-income households. For the most part,
the greatest difficulty faced by a person with a physical
disability looking to buy or rent a home is finding a unit that is
already accessible or easily modified. Things like no-step
entries, bathrooms on the first floor, curb cuts, etc. are not
always common features in New Rochelle’s housing stock.
Inaccessible government facilities or
Low
Most public facilities have improved physical accessibility over
services
recent years, but not all and not all very well. New Rochelle’s
City Hall is an example of a building that is still challenging for
persons with disabilities to navigate. Some neighborhood
assets, such as local parks, can also be hard to access for
pedestrians.
Location of accessible housing
Low
Generally speaking, multifamily housing built in 1991 or later
must have accessibility features for persons with disabilities in
accordance with the requirements of the Fair Housing Act. Not
only are the majority of multi-family buildings already located in
southern neighborhoods, most if not all new residential
development is also targeted for Downtown.
(E) Fair Housing Enforcement, Outreach Capacity, and Resources
Lack of resources for fair housing
agencies and organizations

Medium

High

Just as funding for CPD programs around the country have
been decreasing, there is a chronic underfunding of
enforcement, investigation, and outreach agencies in New
Rochelle. Without sufficient enforcement resources, progress in
affirmatively furthering fair housing will be extremely difficult.

2. For each fair housing issue with significant contributing factors identified in Question 1,
set one or more goals. Using the table below, explain how each goal is designed to
overcome the identified contributing factor and related fair housing issue(s). For goals
designed to overcome more than one fair housing issue, explain how the goal will
overcome each issue and the related contributing factors. For each goal, identify metrics
and milestones for determining what fair housing results will be achieved, and indicate
the timeframe for achievement.
Limited financial and staff resources preclude the City from pursuing the resolution of
every contributing factor identified in the AFH. Therefore, only contributing factors
determined to be a High or Medium priority are addressed by one or more of the
following goals.
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Table D – Goals
Goal

Preserve and
increase housing
affordability
throughout New
Rochelle

Contributing
Factors
Displacement
of residents
due to
economic
pressures
Loss of
affordable
housing
Lack of access
to opportunity
due to high
housing costs

Fair Housing
Issues
Segregation/Integration
R/ECAPs
Disparities in Access to
Opportunity
Disproportionate
Housing Needs
Disability and Access

Availability of
affordable
units in a
range of sizes

Metrics, Milestones, and
Timeframe for Achievement
1. Annually provide rental
assistance to help 10-12
households to afford housing.

Responsible
Program
Participant(s)
City of New
Rochelle

2. Use HOME funds to deepen the
affordability of units that must be
provided under the City's
inclusionary housing policy, with a
goal of using best efforts to assist a
developer with 3-5 affordable units
within 5 years.
3. Counsel the New Rochelle
Municipal Housing Authority during
each of their fiscal year’s Annual
Planning process to help their
planning for preserving and
improving their public housing
inventory.

Lack of
affordable,
accessible
housing in
range of unit
sizes
Discussion: The City will use its federal and local resources to increase the affordability of new and existing units in the
City in both R/ECAP areas and in high opportunity areas. This focus on affordability will address displacement pressure
by providing affordable alternatives alongside new market-rate development, and address a lack of affordable, accessible
units in a range of sizes by expanding the affordable inventory. The protected classes this goal will help include nonWhite, elderly, persons with disabilities, and persons with limited English proficiency, who generally have lower incomes
than the rest of the population and therefore depend more heavily on the availability of affordable housing.
More specific details for each numbered metric/milestone are:
1. The City’s newly created TBRA program serves homeless people aged 18 and over who are in the OASIS overnight
emergency shelter or found living in New Rochelle on the streets, in cars, or in other places not designed for human
habitation. The program is funded with HOME dollars and serves those with very low incomes (0-50% of the area median
family income). Providing direct assistance to renters will make housing that would otherwise be unattainable more
affordable, thereby increasing access to opportunity by lowering housing costs and relieving displacement pressure,
which are identified contributing factors.
2. Under the City’s affordable housing ordinance, market-rate developers must set aside 10% of their units for moderateincome households (80% of the area median income). However, these units remain unaffordable to low-income
households in New Rochelle much below 80% AMI threshold. The addition of HOME funds, Affordable Housing funds,
and other incentives to mandatory affordable units has the potential to reduce the cost of those units even further, making
them accessible to families earning less than 80% AMI. Deepening housing affordability will increase access to
opportunity by lowering housing costs and relieving displacement pressure, which are identified contributing factors. The
protected classes this goal will help include non-White, elderly, persons with disabilities, and persons with limited English
proficiency, who generally have lower incomes than the rest of the population and therefore depend more heavily on the
availability of affordable housing.
3. The City is a party to the Recovery Agreement between HUD and NRMHA which addresses the Housing Authority’s
financial, physical, and management deficiencies. The City is named in the Agreement to oversee and offer assistance to
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Goal

Contributing
Factors

Fair Housing
Issues

Metrics, Milestones, and
Timeframe for Achievement

Responsible
Program
Participant(s)

the Authority to help improve performance and attain/maintain status as a Standard Performer, which it does through the
following functions:
•

The City of New Rochelle completes an assessment for proposed projects by the NRMHA and is the
Responsible Entity for preparing Environmental Reviews.

•

Department of Development staff will review and provide guidance on various HUD reports for NRMHA when
requested.

•

Department of Development staff assist and advise with NRMHA’s procurement processes and policies.

•

A representative from the Department of Development attends and observes monthly Board meetings with a
report back to Development Management.

Assisting NRMHA manage and improve their housing stock maintains an important channel of units necessary to prevent
the loss of affordable housing and provide accessible units in a range of sizes, which are identified contributing factors.
The protected classes this goal will help include non-Whites, families with children, and persons with disabilities, who are
disproportionately represented among public housing and HCV residents.
Revise existing
internal policies /
procedures and
establish new
ones to further
fair housing

Displacement
of residents
due to
economic
pressures
Loss of
affordable
housing
Lack of access
to opportunity
due to high
housing costs
Availability of
affordable
units in a
range of sizes

Segregation/Integration
R/ECAPs
Disparities in Access to
Opportunity
Disproportionate
Housing Needs

1. Within 12 months, develop
recommendations for expending
money collected in the Affordable
Housing Fund in ways that
affirmatively further fair housing.

City of New
Rochelle

2. Within the next five-year
planning cycle, adopt a formal
policy to allow the leveraging of the
City’s Affordable Housing Fund to
achieve projects that would
otherwise not be possible.
3. Add mechanisms (points,
priority, etc.) to City RFPs for
projects that further fair housing
through housing affordability,
project location, provision of
services, or some other means.
4. Within 18 months, create a
resource guide for affordable
housing developers to help them
navigate the City’s processes and
reduce barriers to developing
affordable housing.
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Goal

Contributing
Factors

Fair Housing
Issues

Metrics, Milestones, and
Timeframe for Achievement

Responsible
Program
Participant(s)

Discussion: The City will update its policies and procedures in an effort to increase affordable housing production and
decrease segregation. These new policies will address future displacement and unit loss as well as boost affordable
development to improve access to opportunity and the variety of affordable units, which are identified contributing factors.
The protected classes this goal will help include non-Whites, elderly, persons with disabilities, families with children, and
persons with limited English proficiency, who generally have lower incomes than the rest of the population and therefore
depend more heavily on the availability of affordable housing.
More specific details for each numbered metric/milestone are:
1. The City’s Affordable Housing Fund receives payments from developers complying with the City’s affordable housing
ordinance in lieu of new units. The City has received relatively little in the Affordable Housing Fund to date, but is
preparing for more contributions as new development continues to ramp up. The City will take the opportunity to ensure
that those funds are used to increase access to high opportunity areas and assist any families that might be displaced by
new development, which are identified contributing factors. The specific polices required to achieve this will be
determined by Community Development, City Planning, the Industrial Development Agency, the City Manager, and other
relevant internal parties. The protected classes this goal will help include non-Whites, elderly, persons with disabilities,
families with children, and persons with limited English proficiency, who generally have lower incomes than the rest of the
population and therefore depend more heavily on the availability of affordable housing.
2. Because of high local constructions costs, the City has had difficulty successfully working with developers to construct
affordable housing units funded with its limited HOME dollars alone. The Affordable Housing Fund offers a more flexible
source of financing that developers may be more likely to accept alone or in addition to HOME funds. This could make
affordable housing projects with otherwise unworkable pro formas feasible to complete, increasing access to opportunity
in areas that are expensive to develop and the range of affordable units, which are identified contributing factors. The
protected classes this goal will help include non-Whites, elderly, persons with disabilities, families with children, and
persons with limited English proficiency, who generally have lower incomes than the rest of the population and therefore
depend more heavily on the availability of affordable housing.
3. The City will explore policies directly aimed at furthering fair housing. For example, affordable housing projects located
in high opportunity areas, or ones that go beyond the affordability level mandated by the Affordable Housing Policy, may
get preference for an allocation from the Affordable Housing Fund or the City’s HOME dollars. The exact specifics of
these policies will be determined over time by the pertinent City staff and officials. The protected classes this goal will
help include non-Whites, elderly, persons with disabilities, families with children, and persons with limited English
proficiency, who generally have lower incomes than the rest of the population and therefore depend more heavily on the
availability of affordable housing.
4. Understanding the requirements all housing developers must observe, or keeping track of available City programs can
make affordable housing development more difficult or expensive A publicly available resource guide containing
everything developers need to know clearly and in one place would make the development process more straightforward,
potentially resulting in more developers being willing to undertake projects. More affordable projects would mitigate the
lack of access to opportunity due to high housing costs and the availability of affordable units in a range of sizes, which
are identified contributing factors. The protected classes this goal will help include non-Whites, elderly, persons with
disabilities, families with children, and persons with limited English proficiency, who generally have lower incomes than
the rest of the population and therefore depend more heavily on the availability of affordable housing.
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Goal

Contributing
Factors

Fair Housing
Issues

Metrics, Milestones, and
Timeframe for Achievement

Fund supportive
services that help
members of the
protected classes
find and maintain
housing

Availability of
affordable
units in a
range of sizes

Disparities in Access to
Opportunity

1. When feasible, annually grant
CDBG and/or City funds to the
Homeless Resource Center to
provide outreach and resources to
the homeless population, ultimately
placing them in permanent
housing, with a goal of serving 300
individuals per year.

Disproportionate
Housing Needs

Lack of access
to opportunity
due to high
housing costs
Location of
employers

Responsible
Program
Participant(s)
City of New
Rochelle
City of New
Rochelle
Housing
Authority

2. Provide CDBG and/or City funds
to partners such as the City's
Youth Bureau, the Women's
Enterprise Development Center,
the Urban League, NRMHA, and
other providers of jobs training that
help members of the protected
classes secure jobs with a living
wage, with a goal of serving 15-25
individuals per year.
3. Offer mobility counseling to any
TBRA recipient having difficulty
locating an affordable unit in New
Rochelle or relocating to a high
opportunity area.

Discussion: Increasing the availability of affordable housing cannot always remove barriers faced by members of the
protected classes alone. To help improve access to opportunity in high cost areas, the City will also fund supportive
services that make finding and maintaining housing easier for special populations, such as youth and households at risk
of homelessness. These services will increase the ability of participants to obtain housing in areas otherwise inaccessible
to them.
More specific details for each numbered metric/milestone are:
1. The Homeless Resource Center (HRC), operated by HOPE Community Services, provides the homeless population
24 hour access to shelter, a soup kitchen during the weekdays, connects them to services that they qualify for, and gets
them off the streets and into suitable housing. Clients who participate in the program are required to meet with a case
manager at least once a month to discuss possible housing options and other ancillary services. Easier, more regular
access to supportive services increases the chance that participants will be able to eventually acquire and sustain the
resources to afford better, safer, more sanitary housing. The protected classes this program will assist include nonWhites, female-headed households, and others who disproportionately represent homeless persons, as identified by the
latest point-in-time count.
2. As described in this AFH, certain groups in New Rochelle more commonly face housing problems than other groups –
namely Hispanics and small and large households. Providers of job training that receive City funding should be
encouraged to market their services to these groups in order to increase the ability of these groups to obtain decent and
sanitary housing. For example, providing applications in Spanish or partnering with organizations that interact with youth
aging out of the foster system might increase these participation rates and ultimately have an effect on disproportionate
housing need in the City.
3. Upon entry into the TBRA program, participants must meet with a housing case manager. This person, affiliated with
the Department of Development's Section 8 Housing Program, can assist the participant in locating an affordable housing
unit using the same tools available to Housing Choice Voucher recipients.
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Goal

Strengthen fair
housing
investigation,
enforcement, and
operations

Contributing
Factors
Lack of
resources for
fair housing
agencies and
organizations

Fair Housing
Issues
Fair Housing
Enforcement, Outreach
Capacity, and
Resources

Metrics, Milestones, and
Timeframe for Achievement
1. Annually train City staff to refer
inquiries about fair housing to a
designated staff person.
2. Train all staff that interact with
the public in techniques to
communicate with those with
language and/or cultural barriers.

Responsible
Program
Participant(s)
City of New
Rochelle
City of New
Rochelle
Housing
Authority

3. Within 2 years, design and
implement procedures to monitor
the compliance of affordable units
created under the City's Affordable
Housing Policy, not unlike ways in
which units created with HOME
funding would be monitored.
Discussion: Any effort to affirmatively further fair housing can only go so far without effective and efficient investigation
and enforcement of discriminatory actions. However, resources for these activities are already limited and are only
becoming more so. The City will ensure that proper investigation of discriminatory activity is triggered by training relevant
City employees to recognize and report evidence of such activity. This is especially important for discrimination that
violates federal and local laws, such as source of income protection. In addition, the City will evaluate and strive to
improve the way they interact with the public in order to prevent unintentional barriers from occurring.
More specific details for each numbered metric/milestone are:
1 & 2. Westchester Residential Opportunities, Inc. (WRO), a FHIP organization and HUD approved housing counseling
agency, is the City’s official partner for fair housing training. They also conduct fair housing and credit counseling
workshops for the general public and provide educational training to the staff of local public service agencies. Their
additional services include fair lending education, a first time home buying program, foreclosure prevention, predatory
lending education, senior housing assistance, and Access-to-Homes for the mobility impaired. The City will engage WRO
to provide regular and specialized training related to fair housing issues.
3. The City is currently developing formal written procedure for monitoring housing units created under the affordable
housing ordinance, including aspects such as marketing plans, application processes, affordability period compliance,
etc. With appropriate long-term monitoring, the City can guarantee the affordable units achieve their goal of mitigating
displacement and increasing the supply of affordable housing, which are identified contributing factors. Monitoring
procedures adopted for the HOME program will be an inspirational model to design monitoring procedures for the funded
units.
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Goal

Operate the
Housing Choice
Voucher program
to improve the
quality of life for
voucher holders

Contributing
Factors
Impediments
to mobility
Source of
income
discrimination

Fair Housing
Issues
Publicly Supported
Housing

Metrics, Milestones, and
Timeframe for Achievement
1. Continue to offer mobility
counseling to new Housing Choice
Voucher holders and those actively
looking for affordable units in New
Rochelle or looking to relocate to a
high opportunity area.

Responsible
Program
Participant(s)
City of New
Rochelle
Housing
Authority

2. Counsel households wishing to
port to another jurisdiction in order
to participate in a Family Self
Sufficiency program. Pursue a
formal partnership with
Westchester County Section 8
Program to facilitate voucher
porting for this reason.
3. Undertake an enhanced landlord
recruitment campaign to dispel
common misconceptions about the
HCV program and attract new
participants, scheduling 5-10 oneon-one meetings with potential new
landlords per year.
Discussion: The City’s Section 8 program is a critical avenue of housing assistance for low-income members of the
protected classes. The City of New Rochelle Housing Authority, which is the City’s Section 8 office, is committed to
managing its program to maximize the benefits to participating households. This includes making sure families are aware
of all the options open to them, as well as increasing those options by continually recruiting new landlords to participate in
the program, especially those with rental units located outside of “concentration areas.” More specific details for each
numbered metric/milestone are:
1. Finding affordable housing in New Rochelle can be difficult. To ensure that all Housing Choice Voucher holders have
the greatest chance for success possible and to address the identified contributing factor of impediments to mobility,
mobility counseling is provided to each household upon intake into the program.
2. The City’s Section 8 program is no longer able to offer a family self-sufficiency program. However, voucher recipients
wishing to participate in such a program have the option of porting their voucher to a jurisdiction that administers one. In
particular, the City has had success partnering with Westchester County’s Section 8 program specifically for families
seeks a self-sufficiency curriculum. Moving forward, the City will prepare mobility counseling information focused on selfsufficiency in the region or elsewhere in the country.
3. In the past, the City has attempted traditional marketing activities – attending housing fairs, sending mass mailers, etc.
– to attract new landlords to the Section 8 program, with modest results. Instead, the City will target the landlords who are
likely to be receptive with personal communications and invitations, with the ultimate goal of scheduling in-person
meetings. By creating the time to thoroughly explain the program, answer questions, and dispel commonly held myths,
this approach is more likely to be an effective use of resources.
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